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SUCKER SPEARING
CLOSE AT HAND
Waiting for

the Stream

High and the Frogs to

to Run
Peep.

Sumner, Me., April 5, 1914.
To the Editor o f M a in * W oods:
Vet. York saw a flock of
wild
geese of about 25 going north about
cne week ago; pretty early. Although
the streams and small brooks here
are all open, the ponds are safe to
team on. It is nearly all bare groun
in this vicinity, but the snow
on
Black Mountain has not
weakened
in the least.
Charles Tuttle saw a

a distance of four rods
He
Is
only eight years of age.
I am enclosing cash for which
please send the Maine Woods to the
following address one year:
W . L.
Bowker, East Sumner, Me.
Mr.
Bowker is a promising local young
sportsman, although yet in
his
teens.
He possesses an increasing
desire for woodcraft.
By the way, I take pleasure
in
asking Mr. Jesse Bentley of Vermont
to contribute a long friendly letter
to the columns of Maine Woods, tell
ing us of his experiences on
his
long trap line there last season.
Emerson Bartlett.
A

BEAVER

IN

H IS

YARD.

Webster Rowe, probably is the
only man in this village that has
woodchuck a few days ago.
I saw six robins yesterday.
All ever had an encounter with a beavthese little symptoms of spring re-; er in his back yard, says the Skowmind me that sucker spearing
te| hegan correspondent of the Sentinel.
close at hand and smelts are
a There is a stream that runs within
close second. I have already over- a few feet of Mr. Rowe’s house on

A P R IL 9, 1914.

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

GUN AND RIFLE
FISH ARE NOT
NEWKIRK WAS
CLUBS IN MAINE
COLOR BLIND
THEIR GUEST
Following are the active gun and
Utica, N. Y., March 27, 1914.
Boston Humorist Delighted Every
rifle clubs in this state with the To the Editor of Maine Woods:
names of the presidents and sec
body with His Remarks.
The issue of “ Maine Woods” for
retaries which is furnished us by
the courtesy of W. G. Hill (“ Billy” ): March 19 contained an article from
the
Portland Gun Club, Portland, Maine, the “ London News,” through
Newton Newkirk was the guest of
Fish the Cumberland County Angling as
Stephen W. Dimick, Sec.; Orren P. New York Sun, asking, “ Are
Weymouth,
Pres.;
Nonesuch Gun Color Blind,” and that the majority sociation at its annual banquet of
The answer, last night and if you happen to meet
Club, South Portland, Maine, Henry of anglers say, “ No.”
“
No,”
seems
correct.
any of the members of that organi
Cash, Pres.; W. H. Smith,
Sec.;
Brunswick Gun Club, Brunswick,
In Herbert Spencer’s habit of us zation during the next few days and
Maine, G. M. Wheeler, Pres.& Sec.; ing his own made fly hooks, dark you find them smiling you will un
Newton
Richmond Gun Club,
Richmond, in color, only proves his own choice derstand the reason for it.
Maine, C. A. Alexander, Pres.; A. S. of color, but other fly casters know Newkirk is the funny man connected
Alexander, Treas.; Belfast Gun Club, from their own experience with the with the staff of the Boston Post,
Belfast, Maine Clarence E. Reed, speckled trout that they do select the editor of the “ All Sorts” dolPres.; Edgar Harding, Sec.; Castine' other than dark flies, and
reasonjumn in the Daily Post and of
the
Gun Club> Catsine Maine, C.
W. must decide that color at times di- Bingville Bugle in the Sunday Post
Brown> Pres & Sec . Bangor Gun rects them to strlke at fly hooksi He is also one of the associate edt
Club> Bangor> Maine> Ltwis H Ham, quite other than dark in color. Ex- tors of the National Sportsman, auPres . OTono Qun Club> Orono> M evperience also proves that a leader thor of the Stealthy Stevens stories,
Prof H H. Hanson, Pres.; Harry with three fly hooks attached, all etc., etc.
He fairly radiates
fun

haflled, ® y fiShlng ,toCkle ? “ * haV<>
“ d_ .ThUf 8day m° rn' White, Sec.; Myles Standish Rifle of different color, wing and hackle, and his keen wit is as refreshing as
everything in readiness for
some ing the water had risen
over Qiubj Portland, Maine, W. G. Hill, used on the same leader, will
at a draught of cool spring water on
of the early trout.
I recently added { the banks.
He saw from his win- p res • John H
Stevens
Sec * times catch every one taken, on only j a hot summer’s day.
In the PortIand
a new steel rod to my kit.
Now it dew
dow an animal scrambling in
Fraternal" RifIe ’ League’, one of the said hooks.
One
may
After a particularly fine dinner
ie only a matter of.w a itin g for the water.
He thought it was a cat PortIand> Me.f H. A. Morton, Pres. change places with the fly
hooks, served in the State of Maine room
|rogs to peep and Black Mountain and went out to pick it up.
He i
and at the Falmouth hotel some 80 odd
& Sec.; Freeport Rifle Club, Free- from leader to dropper, etc.,
stream to run at high pitch, as it reached down and grabbed it and port Mailie L L Bean
Pres. & one of the three flies will be the anglers tilted back their chairs, light
leaves the top o f the mountain. Then threw it on the bank and at
once
laugh.
Sec.; Bangor Rifle Club,
Bangor, only one that the trout will rise to. ed cigars and prepared to
myself and Harold Spaulding will recognized it as a beaver.
Why the Maine, Dr. L. S. Chilcott,
Pres.;j Of course, position and light may President William N. Taylor intro
make our annual ten mile circuit, animal didn’t dive into the
water Biddeford
& Saco Rifle Club, Saco, count for something but with the duced Mr. Newkirk, who was the
visiting only the best pools on three when he saw Mr. Rowe is a quest- Maine, Harry W. Dyer, Pres..; Port- skill in casting being the same in jonly speaker of the evening,
noted trout brooks.
i ion but it knew as soon as it was
land Odd
Fellows League, Portland, each case it proves the hook that
When he arose to speak he was
I saw a grasshopper this morning; on the bank that it didn’t want to Maine, C.
E. Foss, Pres.;
Munjoy attracts is the one that color de- received with a hearty hand.
He
as smart and lively as any I have; stay there.
Mr. Rowe did not want Rifle Club, Portland Maine, F. W. B . i cides.
talked for nearly half an hour, leavever seen in July; just think of It to kill it because of close time but
Martin, Pres.
Trout do not always rise for food ing behind a trail of laughter from
on April 5.
<
he wanted to get it alive. Mr. Rowe
------------------------------! but ofttimes to possess a color of which the echo is hardly yet stilled.
My son Lionel made hie first shot j is somewhat corpulent in body and
It would be folly to attempt to pro
with a rifle yesterday, it being with he and the beaver had quite a wres- SEBAGO L A K E W IL L O P E N L A T E fly, possibly to obtain color to sat- duce any part of his speech)
here
_______
isfy and possess their own colors,
g Savage .22 long cartridge.
H e'tie for a time with the result that
™.
. . ,,
.
....
and again to crush with envy
a for, lacking the seasoning given it
felt highly pleased with hia first at- the beaver got into the water and
The prospect of the spring fishing I
°
color that irritates their very ex by Mr. Newkirk’s little mannerisms,
tejnpt and hit a two quart pail a t 1disappeared.
in Sebago lake opening at an earlier j
treme sensitive nature, and not for it would be robbed of much of its
date than the 15th of the month,!
rollicking fun. Suffice it to say the
the food only.
looks rather dubious.
Every indica
members of the association laugh
Hence, color blindness in trout
tion points to the ice remaining un
until tears streamed down their
L A K E W O O D G A M P S , Middledam, Maine
I broken for some time. The ice in seems to he untrue or unreasonable ed
cheeks and when he was all through
the upper and lower bay
appears as proved by experience. Trout that J. Putnam Stevens struck a popular
One o f the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake,
*
:*
white
and
solid.
There
has
been will rise over and again to some fly chord by proposing Mr. Newkirk’s
a Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mil* river affords the best of
<> fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to •j* ! some very cold weather during the hook placed and changed in position name for
honorary
membership.
o
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
past two weeks and the ice in the with two other flies on the same Needless to say the Boston man was
♦
lake has “ made” considerably. The leader is proof against their being elected unanimously.
ice in the “ upper bay” is from s ix , color blind
The event of last night was the
Respectfully,
tc eight inches thick.
annual banquet, Die last gathering
S. E. Stanton.
S E A S O N OF 1914
Camp proprietors and others who
of the year for the members before
the opening of the fishing
season.
own
cottages
about
the
shores
of
Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
the lake are making preparations depth of 28 inches of solid, blue ice. Because the organization was born
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
for the spring fishing, however.
On top of that there are
several in the Falmouth may have been the
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
Some
of
the
owners
of
the
larger
feet
of
snow,
four
or
five
at
least, reason why Manager Pooler served
<
At any rate it
public houses have already a large and he figures that it will be some such a good dinner.
booking of fishermen for the first time before the surface of the lake was a good dinner and every
one
J
few weeks.
is free down to the blue ice, after said so.
Those present were:
William L.
Some extra good sport is expected which it will be weeks before there
this spring as the ice is holding in is any immediate indication of a Taylor, Newton Newkirk, George C.
■
well along in the season.
It will break up.
The ambitious anglers Orr, John B. Porteous, George E.
be
even
more
satisfactory
fishing who look forward with so much Cushman, Frank W. Wardwell, John
Mountain View, Maine
|
for anglers visiting the lake about eagerness to the breaking up
of R. Thompson, J. J. Pooler, Francis D.
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d re s s
the 15th or 20th of the month
for the ice in Maine’s great inland sea, Martin, Walter Fryatt, Fred E. War
H.
the weather will doubtless be much won’t expect to make their annual ren, Thomas P. Shaw, William
L. E. BO W LEY,
more settled by that date than
at trip at quite so early a date
as Stevens, W. A. Thompson, C. H.
| Mountain View,
»
»
*
Maine. | the present time and it will be con heretofore, this year. Old fisher Holland, W. M. Snow, George H.
siderably warmer it is believed.
men’ contend that a late beginning, if Hudson, W. L. Miller, Dr. L. S.
Harry L.
In Boston some parties are being not so late as to have a rise in the Lombard, C. W. Davis,
made up already to make the trifp water before the ice leaves, results Smith, L. S. Beverage, S. W. DimG R A N T ’S CAMPS.
KENNEBAGO, MAINE:
% to Sebago lake for the early fishing in better fishing for tire entire spring mick, W. E. St. John, Jr., @.
H.
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes. £ and they are looking forward with season.
Garton, A. W. Reed, L. H. Hutchin
We can offer you the bestf fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with % much anticipation to the day when
son, Rodney E. Marshall, Leroy D.
bath. Write for information, tTain service etc.
&
Moulton, William H. Stevens, Gerry
ED GRANT & SON CO.
»,• they may receive the word that the
A N O T H E R SALM ON T A K E N
L. Brooks, O. L. Rideout,
Fred L.
ice is out of the lake.
Bosworth, F. L. Shaw, D. A. Calhoun,
Names of Portland anglers placed
Gus Youngs took the second sal Fred A. Ramsay, Charles B. Stowers,
on the card with the date they 'ex
BLAKESLEE LAKE GA MP S
| pected the ice would leave Sebago mon captured at the Bangor pool Fred A. Verrill, James M. Kelley,
this season.
It weighed 18 pounds Seth C. Morten, H. S. McFarland, Ed
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. .j. are gradually being crossed off as and was a beauty. Mr. Youngs had
ward O’Brion, H. B. Cotton, C. F.
April
progresses.
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream Salmon up to 4 *:*
hardly wet his line at the pool when Parker, W, S. Mann, Oscar F. Hunt,
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
He hooked
his George W. Chase, George F. KavanA T he got the strike.
F IS H IN G
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
| P R E D IC T S L A T E
fish good, and for half an hour there ough, Dr. C. D. Craigin, J. H. Rich,
MOOSEHEAD.
was a battle royal, the salmon putting Thomas S. Nason, E. A. Chaplin, W.
B. Elwell, S. H. King, Charles A.
Alphonso L. White of Old Town, up a game fight.
The McGregor family of Lincoln Garcelon, Jr., S. W. Fogg, W. C. Holt
who has been, at Kineo all winter,
arrived home Tuesday evening for will have the fish and send it to a L. A. Hawks, J. Putnam Stevens, E.
Kingsbury,
a stay of a few days.
Mr. White thread manufacturer in Newark, ac W. Kingsbury, W. F.
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD says that the chances o f an extra cording to their usual practice, they Harrie B. Coe, W. W. Safyin, Clyde
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, early opening of the fishing season having sent the first P&nobscot riv W. Pierce, W. P. Hunt, E. A. Ran
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000 at Moosehead lake are not as bril er salmon there for several years. dall, Dr. C. W. Bray, L. Miller, Walt
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery, liant as they may have appeared at This year the first salmon went to er Baker, I. F. Welch, L. J. SangsA few days before President Wilson, but they got the ter, E. E. Clifford, Dr. J. F. Howspring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a other seasons.
Mr. Youngs received yand, Henry W. Clark, Frank P.
he came home, he measured the ice second one.
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
Scammon, B. W. Rivers, M. S. Folwhen cutting holes and there was a $1.25 a pound for the fish.
log cabin.
kins, E. H .Eveleth, P. C. Kilborn,
Mrs. Josephine
Burns
passed George S. Sabin.—Portland Press.
through
Phillips
Wednesday
evening
publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
en route to Rangeley where she
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
at cause It Reaches the People
andraotha wanted for college* Highest prices paid. Outdoor will pass the summer as usual
You
summer work. Get complete book o f instructions and details.
Address
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9, Haines Landing.
W an t fo r Customers.
T ry It.
Los Angeles Cal.

I Mountain View House I

Where Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Goming Season?

The SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

F. N. B E A L , G. P. H.f

Phillips Maine.
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Certainly the whola
his short range of vision.
All slow- own, and pointed out that the ap O LD T IM E A C T IO N S A N D BARR E L S 1christening.
method and tenor of warfare was
moving animals have short range of pearance of an object below water,
changed by the innovation and not
vision, while the long-sighted animals and the way in which this varied in
Mark G. McElliinney
a little of modern peace is due to
are swift of foot.
Fleet animals, different situations, was entirely a
modern excellence. Ultra peace apo&.
such as the antelope and deer and question of subaqueous optics. The
Some old arms are really worthy ties should remember this and cease
others living on boundless prairies, angler could only learn what the fish
can see a long distance and are swift could see of him by placing himself of notice and it may be that somer damning the gun-maker.
It was of your readers, like myself, have
in movement.
Animals living in in the position of the fish.
The development of the absolutely
the woods have no need either of the angler’s business to keep out of made a hobby of collecting such.
necessary weapons of war liaVe done
My earliest specimen in rifles is more th a n a little for the progress
such long vision nor swift movement. sight, and to do that he must learn
and of peaceful arts and
All creatures living in spacious re the fish’s range of vision. This var a sort of combination muzzle
manufactures
breech-loading
carbine.
The
action
ied
with
the
depth
of
the
fish
in
the
gions and strong light move rapidly
and articles like Mr. Geikie’s wholeImagine the fish to be three i3 a simple, horizontal breech plug somely recall the road we came by,
and with clear vision, as instances, water.
the fly-catcher the king bird and the feet deep, the range of vision, look worked by a top lever which engages —Rod & Gun in Canada.
\modeim°20
the
chimney swift, which take their food ing upward, was through a cone of forward beneath the block of
The safety, comfort and conveni
back-sight.
The
firing
is
percus
light
the
surface
of
circumference
of
on wing.
The motions of these
ence of the 7SBar£in solid top, closedsion type calibre about the same as F O R E S T E R S C O M P L E T E WINTER
birds are exceedingly graceful
as which was 18 feet.
in breech and side ejection features
WORK.
are combined with the quick, easy
well as rapid, both acquired by wing
In a room with a single window an a Snyder and barrel fairly well rifled.
manipulation of the popular sliding
It is marked,— “ J. H. Merrill, Balto.
exercise
in
the
strong
light
and
the
object
held
between
the
eye
of
the
fore-end or “ pump” action in the new
“ Balto. 1858. Bay
broad open spaces of the firmament. observer and the window appeared as Pat. July 1853.”
Foresters who have just returned
Model 20 fflarftn rifle.
No. 4003.”
The trim from winter work in the
Their vision is both telescopic and a silhouette, and with the fish every 21-28-61.
In rapid firing—the real test of a re
White
peater—the flla r / in solid top ia always a
microscopic.
object which came within the cone mings are of brass and there iis a Mountains of New Hampshire rdport
protection and prevents smoke and gases
blowing back; the ejected shell is never
Whether birds have the power of of light appeared as a silhouette a- patch or cap receptacle in the stock. that, while some hardship is entail,
thrown into your face or eyes, and never
The backsight has two leaves marked ed as much can be accomplished in
discriminating between different col gainst a bright background.
Interferes with the aim; the fat forearm fits
3 and 5, the point blank sight fold the dead of winter as in summer,
r hand and helps quick operation.
ors is an open question.
An
old
The line of vision continued above
It handies the short, long and long-rifle
bee keeper holds that the bee knows the surface of the water at a much ing back with the 3 leaf.
In most of the government’s field
cartridges without change in adjustment,
one color from another and he there wider angle, so that a
and the deep Ballard rifling guarantees the
I have also a Burnside in good gerviees
js usually thought best to
fisherman
accuracy, making it the finest little rifle in
fore paints the hives in various col standing on the bank might he plain condition.
The rifling is particu- work in the north during th€ SUE,
the world for target shooting and for all
small game up to 150 or 200 yards.
ors as a guide to the weary, heavy- ly seen by the fish, apparently right larly good for the time and
the mer m0nths and in the south during
laden worker returning from the on top of him, while an angler wad workmanship compares favorably with the winter> the ldea being to do the
For full description of
fields. Otherwise the bee might mis ing deep might be unobserved though much later productions. It is mark- work wlth the leaat dlfficulty. I*
all ffla r / in Repeaters,
take another hive for his own.
ed
Burnside Patent, No. 7886. appraising lands for purchase under
quite close to the fish.
just get our 136-page
Fish and reptiles living in the wat
j aw for
eastern nn;.
catalog. Mailed free
The arms and rod would, however, 1 he backsight is single leaf with a ^ie
for 3 stamps postage.
er have no such vision as we found be almost sure to come within the peep sight hold half way up. There ional forests, however, the forest
in the creatures of the upper firma view of the fish, hence, the advant is a personal mark stamped on the service has had to disregard latitude
ment.
Fish are able to see
but age of deep wading and of kneeling stock, the first letter indistinct, the and season because it was necessary
short distances. They see only min or lying on the ground when throwing last two GB in script, evidently made to expedite the work in the north.
with a steel die.
The carbine is During tire past winter two camps
ute objects.
The outlines of large a fly over a shy fish.
Outside the
A of men have been estimating aid
figures make imperfect images on the cone of light mentioned vision did well balanced and feels good.
W O N D E R F U L E Y E S IG H T OF M A M 
eye of a fish.
In fossil fish speci not penetrate beyond the water, but small portion of the stock is burned valuing the forests which the govM A LS, B IR D S A N D F IS H E S .
mens are found with eyes as large as obejcts in the water outside the cone, out near the butt plate where it evi ernment
ntemplates purchasing oa
a saucer.
The world in geological instead of appearing as silhouettes, dently got too near a campfire.
the slopes of the White Mountains.
Another interesting specimen is a
The eye in the bird kingdom is tel times was darkened with clouds and assumed their natural colors,
and
escopic, with the fish it is micros heavy fogs, while the waters beneath the surface of the water reflected silver-mounted, double-action, percus
W o rk on Snow Shoes
and
copic, in the mole rudimentary, says the heavy atmosphere were opaque exactly, and on calm days reproduc sion revolver, octagon barrel
Because of the softness of the
It is marked,—
a western writer, who thus
com and never clear. The necessity in such ed the same colors as the bottom. stock like a Colt.
constantly falling snow, the wort
Pat.
ments on the subject.
The eagle an element is apparent for an eye In the same way the under parts of “ Cooper Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
was done mainly on snow shoes. At
and the vulture have the faculty of constructed to gather the
feeble birds of prey acted as mirrors. When Jan. 7, 1861, A(pr. 25, 1854, Sept. 4, times the temperature has been a1860,
Sept.
1,
1863,
Sept.
32,
1863.
adjusting the eye to discern objects rays of light into such a focus as a heron stood in the water making
round 20 degrees below zero for con
at a great distance.
The
eagle exhibited in the saucer-like eye of its meal of fish, its legs looked the No. 3848.’* Why Sept. 32, I do not siderable periods, and the parties
from the far-off mountains sees the the fossil fish.
In the Mammoth stalks of weeds, and the body with know unless they made months long now in report some occasions wb®
The foresight is
flock in the valley below and accur Cave of Kentucky are found species murderous beak was quite invisible er in those days.
the thermometers registered nearly
a simple brass pin and the backsight
ately surveys the situation for his of fish without any sense of sight to the fish until too late to escape.
40 degrees below.
The crews were
is nicked in the firing end of the
descent.
As he swoops down near whatever.
Nature withdraws
her
housed
in
winter
camps
like those ot
The corborant, the gulls, the water hammer.
The steel parts are blued,
er and nearer to his victim
the gifts when not needed.
By this ruie hen and other birds which generally
some of which remain.
The first the lumberjacks, and in order to
lens in his eye steadily readjusts it the Mammoth Cave fish are blind.
preyed upon fish had wonderful pow
make full use of the short winter
self to the decreasing distance, and
The mole, living exclusively away ers of concealment when under wat man who handled the weapon must days they were out by daylight anc
have swelled with pride. It is well
when he strikes the lamb already from the light is deprived of all pow
er, the most conspicuous birds on rifled and well balanced and would did not return until dark. The wort
chosen for his dinner the long-dis er of vision, though the creature has
land appearing under water as be an effective weapon to-day at of the crews required
continues
tance vision has narrowed to the a very small rudimentary eye. The
walking.
Diameters
of
trees
wen
streaks of bright light, the count short range in a brief scrap.
The
scope of a few yards.
far-off ancestors of the mole,
no less air bubbles in even black-plumrammer is attached to the
barrel measured and the number of logs
The vulture is equal to the eagle doubt, possessed perfect organs of
aged birds causing the bodies
as mounting.
estimated in all merchantable trees
in vision as he is in flight. Every sight, but the mole tribe retreated
they passed, rapidly through the
When we consider these weajpons growing on parallel strips 4 yards
farmer knows if he kills a blue ra into subterranean abodes where the
water to become mirrors reflecting
Free
alongside of the effective productions wide and 40 rods apart.
cer and leaves it by the roadside a power of vision could not be exercis
the surrounding colors.
Thus, when
of to-day we cannot but respect the these estimates the full amount ol
vulture soaring overhead comes down ed, and in time was lost entirely.
hunting in green weeds, the black courage of the men who used them. timber was calculated.
and approprites it. In South Ameri
The reptile family has the most bird would appear green,
among They had to shoot some to
save
ca where the condor lives, the hun imperfect vision of all creatures liv
brown rocks, brown, etc., with the the number of their mess. Imagine
T he Crew Leader
ter of wild animals dares not leave ing in the open light.
The snake result that the general outline of
One man, the crew leader, used a
facing
a
horde
of
Indians
or
a
peev
his game long exposed and unpro has no sense of hearing
whatever the bird would be hard to distinguish.
ed bull moose with the old Merrill.! compass to keep ^
men th«
tected. At first not a condor can and the vision is exceedingly imper
Fish had also the power of changing
be seen, but presently a dark speck fect.
The eye is a dry, hard, im color according to environment, but Personally, I should prefer a Savage!slred dlrection* mapped the counfry
traversed, kept account of the discoupled with a good get-a-way.
appears in the upper air and it movable glassy disk, quite devoid of
direct’y a fish turned off the even
The
Burnside
especially
indicates1
tances
covered *s determined by ifgrows larger and is soon followed by an eyelid common to mammals. The
keel its presence could be detected, the line of evolution of the
Iever'tual measurement, and recorded ill
another and another until a score of creature casts liis skin annually and
and then it fell an easy prey to its principle which is so perfected in the information regarding timber. To
condors have descended to the feast. the outer membrane of the eye comes
natural enemies.— (Westminister Gaz the Marlin and Winchester of the other members of the crew measured
These have the telescopic eye- away as a part of the process. This
ette.)
present day.
The excellent fitting the timber and gave their figures to
From the height of a mile or two must result in total blindness for a
of the breech block shows what good I ^be le&der, who tallied them. Tit
these birds survey the earth beneath time.
The pioneers, who
learned
mechanics could accomplish without a (*ua* work, however, did not etS A V E T H E F O R E S TS
and observe the movements of all Nature in the fields as from an open
the milling-machine which renders
a' bflay climbs through snow oc
creatures below. Mankind can equal book, used to say the rattler goes
modern
production
so
rapid,
easy
and
*
'be
inouniain
sides, with frequenter
such vision only by artificial aid, blind in dog days.
They arrived at
A poster which is being scattered
posure "to the sweep of wind® on tie
which is an amplification of the pro such a conclusion from the fact that broadcast over the state bears the accurate.
Amongst my revolvers Is an old, b*Sber ridges and divides; during the
cesses of Nature. The eagle possess the dangerous reptile seems to strike
following:
single action, 32 cal. rim fire, five b>ng winter evenings, or on days
ed a telescope before Galileo’s in wild and at random during the dog
SAVE THE FORESTS
chambered, blued Smith & Wesson " l!en *be snow storms were so kvention.
days season.
While creatures
of
The forests comprise 14,291,918 with which my father, a sea captain,' vere
outside work was impos
Any farmer boy who has ever at this class cannot hear, being desti
quelled a serious mutiny on board s’ lde’ *be figures gathered was tabtempted to come within gunshot of tute of any organ fo* the purpose, acres.
They furnish employment to thou ids first command, the brig “ Latona.” ulated aDd the Information grouped.
a crow or a hawk perched on the they are all very detected and an
sands
of people.
It also figured in a “ didn’t know it 80 as to show the Quantities of fc
dry limb of a tree can testify to the attitude of defense or attack or re
They protect water powers valued was loaded” episode.
Oue of my ber suitable for various
products,
sharp vision of these birds at long treat is promptly assumed.
younger brothers accidentally fired It 8Uch as 8aw tjmber, spruce for papdistances.
Cooker’s hawk is the
The most perfect vision is found at $15,000,000.
They furnish a play ground for into a fyle of ship’s papers on board er pulp’ or birch for sbc>o1 makiE?
greatest enemy of the poultry yard; in mankind.
The eye of man
is
the old Cromwell Liner “Alhambra” During the
winter, bowerer,
soaring high in the air this bird of capable of the most extensive range the nation.
They are the most valuable asset of which my father was master at 11 was Doted that stormy days caneprey sees the tiny chicks and he of vision.
To some individuals the
the time.
The papers were some ^ no more !oss of time than b
comes like a rocket to seize the one power of sight is very remarkable, oi the state.
More timber has been wasted in
e never heard any| summer, and the health of the m
he has chosen as a target. Even the indeed.
The elder Herschel,
the
more about the incident.
Wise old in the party was, as a rule, better
common birds about the lawn, the astronomer, possessed such keen pow the past than utilized.
than in hot weather.
The community loses from forest Dad.
The lesson was ours.
robin and the jaybird, have this same ers of vision that he could see seven
It is said that the men became
fires
many
times
the
amount
of
loss
I have often wondered what a tale
eagle-like power of vision modified stars in the Pleiades, a star cluster
some old guns could tell if the fair-1 duite in-ured to the cold and UM
to their requirements.
The jaybird notorious for the absence of one as to the individual owner.
Good citizenship demands—
ies gave them tongue.
Dr. Brady lt' 0116 °* *be principal advantage
will detect a very tiny worm or in revealed to the ordinary eye.
The
The law commands—
tells us much about the adoption of being the absoIute freedom from insect in the grass from a distance of power of vision in the human eye
Strict observance of the following the “ Devil Gun” or breech loader in sects, such as gnats and mosquitoes.
40 or 50 feet and will descend upon can be increased by training
until
the early Indian wars and if I re While these same crews might ap
the object with unerring aim of beak. it becomes a matter of astonishment. precautions:
The seed eaters, meadow larks and —Sportsman’s Review.
member rightly, the Burnside was preciate an assignment to the same
summer
Don’t throw away burning matches, the first to receive the diabolical region for the following
sparrows need no such vision and
those who have the work in charge
are therefore denied its possession.
FISH CAN SEE ABOVE WATER tobacco, cigars and cigarettes.
say it may be the lot of these
Don’t kindle camp fires in dry
The eye of the owl is
especially
same men to he assigned to the
designed for short-distance
vision.
A very interesting lecture was de periods.
regions of the soutli during the hot
Don’t kindle camp fires In danger
This bird can see imperfectly hut a livered at Fishmongers’ Hall, Lon
test weather of August.
few yards away.
The eye of the don Bridge, by Dr. Francis
Ward, ous places; near logs, rotten wood,
FAMOUS
leaves,
etc.
owl is arranged to concentrate a “ With a Camera Under Water.” The
great divergence of the rays of light lecture depicted subaquatic life from
Don't kindle a camp fire at a
BACKWOODS
whereby the bird can discern neat ob the fish’s point of view, and was distance from water.
jects in a faint light.
The owl can illustrated by lantern slides
Always totally extinguish a campj FAIRY TALES
and
see very well at a short
distance cinematograph films.
O. W . PirKKl,
There was a fire before leaving it.
TAXIDERMIST
even in thick darkness.
The owl’s good attendance, and the
If you find a fire put it out if
Earl of
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
eye is somewhat disk-like and flat, Portsmouth, who presided, mentioned possible.
If you can’t do
this
Indian wocnasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
..
RANGELEY.
.
.
MAIN!
so that much light may enter. This that the lecture was given under the spread the alarm by notifying the
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
arrangement permits too much light auspices of the Salmon and
Trout nearest fine warden and other in New reading matter, interesting.
to enter the pupil in the day-time Association, and they were indebted terested parties.
“ Monniouth Moccasins*
The flrBt edition was exhausted much sooner
Also wire the
than we expected and the popular demard was
They are made for
and therefore owls are almost blind to the Fishmongers’ company for the Forest Commissioner.
bo great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
an
enlarged
snd
improved
edition
to
be
sold
by
in the glare of the sun.
There is a use of the hall.
Blaine S. Viles, Augusta, Me.
Known the world over for excel
mail (postpaid! at* he low price named.
correlation between swiftness of wing
Dr. Ward assumed, for
reasons
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
and range of vision.
The owl is which he stated at length, that the
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Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
As Soon as it’s Cut Up
Then it is bound to be fresh — to smoke cool and
sweet— because the natural moisture hasn’t a chance to
escape. That’s the reason experienced smokers stick to
the good old Sickle plug— slice off a fresh pipeful as th ey
need it— and get all the original flavor and fragrance
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by the
natural leaf wrapper.

reation, or in business activity. He j
seems to have entered every place
of note in the United States
and
Canada, and that, too, at a time whe
this country afforded some of the
very best opportunities to the sports
man fraternity.
But Mr. Hallock is
pre-eminently an angler of
the
time-honored school,
nature-loving,
righteous and conservative.
There
seems to be no fish he has not ang
led or fished for, and his narratives
furnish excellent reading.
Surely
this later work is a classic, of its
kind, abundant with keen wisdom
and a generous display of enthusi
asm that apparently amounts to a
passion.

t

GENUINE PALMER
W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALM ER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.
In complete assortm ent fo r im m ediat
delivery.
TRADE
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Not a paragraph in the book but
boston, m a ss.
STYLE 40 1-2
that something new and interesting
is brought to light. Outdoor litera“ Saturday, June 1. On Cole brook
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their
teurs of the oldtime school are por which he was one of the first curat
ors.
He
was
an
enthusiast
in
all
tobacco already cut up—but they know it would also be dried up,
in Becket with Dr. McClean
and
trayed well and pleasingly. Through
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
this work, members of the younger matters relative to Nature, and aai George ‘trouting.’
Good luck.
Ageneration may gain an insight into especial devotee of orinthology. The mong other pleasant sounds
was
You’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll
his
the activities of the past; of that following selected notes from
much pleased to hear all day long
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your
diary of 47 years ago may he of in
bright
galaxy
of
authors
and
enter
the wild and charming notes of the
dealer sells Sickle.
prising workers for the perpetuation terest to some of the bird students ‘white-throated sparrow.’ Also heard
of th« present day:— »
and preservation of our game, now
the peculiar notes of the olive-sided
“ Good Friday, April 19, 1867.
In flycatcher In the secluded and wood
of historic significance.
my morning walk to-day I saw
and ed valley through which Cole brook
The present reviewer wishes to
heard for the first time this season runs and roars.
commend the author for his enlight
the ruby-crowned kinglet.
So in
ened recommendation of the beauties
“ August 13. At Ingersoll’s dell, a
tent were they in their
occupation
of the state of Minnesota. Although
quiet secluded and shaded spot about
that, though I approached within a
the author has travelled far and wide
few feet of them, they
apparently a mile from Main street and through
Minnesota has always attracted his
heard
took no notice of me, but continued which runs a brook, I have
attention, and riveted his greater de all the while actively searching for through June, July and this evening
lights. Not only did he, in his day, their food and every minute or two for the last time a pair of charming
cover the.
entire state, thoroughly, uttered a low hut quite pleasing little wliite-throated sparrows. Probably I
picturing in delightful narrative its ditty.
have seen and heard the pair
at
wonderful outdoor possibilities butj
least 40 times and always near the
“ May 12. At the old homestead cf
he has taken a serious part in the
A few minutes
before
the late Festus Stebbins on
Main same spot.
destiny of the region.
He founded at
sunset
I
generally
passed
into
the
street
I
was
surprised
at
the
re
A G OO D M O V E
other firearm at any person or per
town in Kittson County, Minnesota,, markable activity of a numerous col dell near the arbor and just oppos
sons, which gun, pistol or
other,
firearm shall be unintentionally orj bearing his name, a county seat. Of ony of cliff swallows.
More than 30 ite, mounted on a young elm I was
The Campfire Club lias taken up
Minnesota he has said:
“ I have years ago they took up their resi almost always sure of finding the
accidentally
discharged,
thereby
in-,
the subject of careless shooting, and
looked the entire continent almost
male bird singing his best; and al
is agitating for the exactment of leg-| juring any person or persons, shall' over, and am free to say, that for a dence under the eaves on the north though I generally took a seat on
be
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor;
provided
erly
side
of
a
venerable
barn
on
the
lslation to protect the companions
this shall not apply to any officer country devoid of mountain features, premises, and as they have always the grass within a dozen yards of
cf careless hunters. The club’s com
In the discharge of his duty, or to and partaking purely of the pastoral, been charming pets and freed from him, so far from frightening him amittee has indorsed two bills which
I have found none to equal this' in annoyance and molestation by their way he seemed to be rather grati
any person acting in self-defense.
have been introduced in the
New
"2.
Any person who, while hunt beauty and ever-changing variety kind and appreciative ‘landlords’ and fied in having even one appreciative
Jersey Legislature.
Section 1 of
ing, shall discharge any gun, pistol The very contour of the land makes friends, they have punctually and reg listener, for frequently I had no
the first bill reads:
or other firearm in the direction of this possible.
The state of Min ularly returned to their old quarters, sooner taken my seat and commenced
*'l.
That no license shall be any object without first ascertaining
nesota is so emphatically the land rebuilding their
weather-shattered to imitate his peculiar wild whistle
granted to any non-resident or to whether such object is a human be
of lakes that this designation should and pot-shaped mud nests.
Up to than he, as if to show me the extent
any unnaturalized, foreign-born resi ing, whereby any person is injured,
become peculiarly its own. No other this date more than 30 of these la of his musical powers and the folly
dent or to any citizen of this State shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.’
region of the globe can compare with boriously formed little homes are in of attempting to imitate him, would
to hunt, pursue or kill any game fowl —Fur News Magazins.
and
It in this respect.
In the central quite an advanced condition, and be ruffle up his crown feathers
with gun or other fitearm, unless
strike
up
two
or
three
additional
portion
the
greater
area
is
water.
fore the month is out the number
the said applicant, in addition to
ex
The known number of lakes is seven will probably be more than doubled. notes and trill them in a most
T H E BOOK SH ELF
the existing requirements, shall take
quisite
prolonging
and
tremulous
thousand,
and
an
estimate
of
its
When this colony first took posses
and subscribe an oath before the of-|
sound.
This he would repeat for
ficer granting such license, or be
An Angler’s Reminiscenses,
By unnamed and unexplored lakes half sion the space between the barn and
fore any other person authorized to Charles Hallock, Dean of American as many more at least!
the Connecticut river was entirely half an hour at a time, not moving
take oath in this state, ‘that the Sportsmen: Author of The Fishing
Charles Hallock has the
happy open.
It is now almost
entirely from the same spot where he began.
were
said applicant will not point
any Tourist—The Sportsmen’s Gazetteer—■ faculty of briefening things, of com built over, yet so attached
have These charming interviews
kept
up
through
June,
July
and
Au
gun or other firearm, loaded or un Peerless Alaska, etc., Published by pressing illuminating facts into par these charming little swallows
be
loaded, in the direction of any other the Sportsmen’s Review, Cincinnati, agraphs where another writer would; come to their ‘old Springfield homes’ gust when I saw and heard him for
the last time on the 13tli. Although
person; and, further, that he will Ohio, 1913.
Bound in silk
fcloth: inevitably use up page after page j that neither rai’^oads nor all the
I searched diligently I could never
not sheet at any object without first $1.50.
himself noise and confusion of a busy city
In maroon leather, de luxe in the attempt to make
ascertaining that said object is not edition:
These chapters, always au have apparently had any disturbing discover the nest which was without
$2.00, illustrated.
Intro clear.
doubt concealed at no great
dis
a human being.’ ”
wholesome
and effect upon them.
ductory chapter by Fred E. Fond thoritative, are
tance.”
The second bill, which is a sup (W ill Wildwood, Editor of the Sports- broadening in their character. There
“ May 19.
In my morning
walk
plement to “An A ct for the Punish menTs Review.)
The white-throated sparrow, or Pea
always runs through them a vein of; through the cemetery I saw a fine
ment of Crimes,” reads as follows
happy, contemplative philosophy. Aj pair of rosebreasted grosbeaks, evi body bird, is now well known to be
in the material sections:
a common summer resident of the
A bright and thoroughly interest spirit of kindness and goodwill is a i dently mated and preparing to build.
“1. Any person who shall inten
“ May 23.
Saw Blackbumians this higher mountain towns of Western
pleasant
factor.
There
are
no
jar-j
tionally point any gun, pistol
or ing book of recollection is the Ang
morning among the pine trees in the Massachusetts at an altitude where
ler’s Reminiscences, by that vener ring discords; no erratic, vitrioli
the balsam fir becomes a
common
cemetery, beautiful and lively.
condemnations
of
men,
such
as
often
able man, Charles Hallock, the ac
forest
tree,
but,
besides
the
state
“ May 25.
On Nye’s brook
in
knowledged dean of American Sports come from individuals of note, who
ment
of
Mr.
Hildreth,
I
know
of
no
Russell
with
W.
S.
Shurtleff
‘troutmen, and a recognized authority on are so aristocratic that they look
Springing.’
On the wooded banks of the record of its occurence in
down
upon
all
others
but
themselves.
all matters pertaining to fish
and
towns
brook the warblers were in great field or any of the nearby
T IttE TABLE
fishing, and outdoor sport in gener Taken all in all the book is a keen
abundance, especially Blackbumians, during the nesting season.
delight
and
a
worthy
addition
to
the
al.
A close perusal of this work
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
black-throated, green and blue, black
The cliff swallow no longer builds
cannot but fill one with a warm bookshelf, to turn to when quiet and
and white and chestnut-sided warb its nest in the eaves of any ham on
friendship for this man, a great trav thoughtful moments present.
STRONG
Notes of the latter very much Main street or elsewhere in SpringPASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm eller in his day, a painstaking scien
The present reviewer wishes
to lers.
ington, at 6.23 A. ML and 1.37 P. M.; for Phillips
like the summer yellow bird.
field.
At the time Mr.
Hildreth
call
attention
to
the
perfectly
finish
•t 1281 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at tific student and an enthusiastic ang
wrote
it
was
a
comparatively
new
541P.M. and for King field and Bigelow at 5-00
“
May
27.
Black-poll
warblers
are
Pond;
ler of comprehensive scope. In fol ed introductory by Fred E.
P.M.
emerging
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from lowing the writer upon his journeys which in itself reveals the superior .filing and scraping their tiny notes comer in New England,
Pirmington at 12 81 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.; from
wilderness
who among the elms in Court square in from the then western
PhillioB at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and one Is struck with the
remarkable ity of the Old Guard, as men
early in the 19th century. The cele
Phillip* at 1.37 P. M.; an^ Bigelow and Kingfield
great
abundance
this
morning.
ness of his career; the great resource were able to wield a better pen, and
It 1.25 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington fulness he has shown; and the pen a truer pen, and a more noteworthy
“ May 30.
In my morning walk in brated Lemuel Shaw, chief justice of
W8.45A M.; and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.M.
the
cemetery
found the Blackburn- the supreme judicial court, was one
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil chant he has had for making, and hold pen than any as identified
among
ips at 8.45 A. M .: from Kingtield at 2.10 P. M.
ians
quite
plentiful,
as also blue yel of the first to note its presence here.
who
ing itlie friendship o f greeut m|em, whose members of the craft to-day,
Hdfrom Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
He stated that he found it at the
P H IL L IP S
names are now household words a- necessarily must absorb the cruel low-backs, redistarts, purple finches,
White mountains in the summer of
Maryland
yellow-throats,
warbling
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for mong the outdoor brotherhood.
In impositions of commercialism, and
1816.
Pirmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M.; for
There are now
two
Rlngeley at 6.15 P. M.
deed it makes a book, pleasant and falter from a comprehensive purpose vireos, etc.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from
The rose-breasted grosbeak
still
with increasing to the lower level of hurried
work, pairs of rose-breasted grosbeaks ap
Pirmington at 12.53 P. M and 6.10 P. M.;from thoroughly wellread
parently
breeding.
Ruigeley at 12.20 P. M.
(Continued
on
page
7.)
disjointed
To
all replete with faults and
MIXED TRAIN leaveB Phillips for Farming- interest and retrospect.
ton at 7.30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M. those who revel in
pure
diction, characterizations; not to speak of a
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm
administered, without wand note of severe selfishness, as shown
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P.M. rightly
%
RANGELEY
ering into sentimentality over-much, by the present reviewer’s own work.
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley., for here is a volume that bears careful
Robert Page Lincoln.
Pirmington at 10.40 A. M.; and arrives from
attention.
Pirmington at 8 00 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
O THER
DAYS
Charles Hallock has had a most B IR D L O R E O F
A M.;and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
Interesting and eventful life.
His
SALEM
THE SPORTSMAN’ S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for Strong and literary activities have been singu
Songsters of T h e C ity in 1867
Pirmington at 12.50 P. M.; and arrives from
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
larly
successful;
whether
guiding
Pirmington and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
Subscription $4. a yr., $2. for 6 months:Sample copy free if you mention Maine Woods
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and
Roger B. Hildreth, who died here
rocks
Pirmington at 1.15 P. M.; and arrives from outdoor publications over the
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Strong at 6.25 P. M.
of stress to safety, or whether as a in March, 1872, had been a practic
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
K IN G F IE L D
newspaper writer, or editor, he has ing attorney and resident of SpringPASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield for
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
in making
his field for the preceding quarter of a
Pirmington at 12.40 P. M.: and arrives from always succeeded
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
Pirmington and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from goal.
century.
He was born in Marlboro,
His
achievements
have
al
Bigelow at 4.50 P Mof all subjects that interest sportsmen.
he
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow ways borne fruit, whether
to the but came here very soon after
It 7.45 A M. und for Strong at 12.35 P. M
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
was
graduated
from
Harvard
college
to the
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30 enjoyment of mankind, or
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting. Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re
A M. and from Strong at 6.60 P. M,
He was a warden of Christ
betterment of it, he has been recog in 1843.
volver and Pistol. Queries and Answers.
B IG E L O W
church, very much interested in the
nized as an eminent factor.
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MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
Mr. Hallock’s life has been one of city library in the early days of that
»nd Farmington at 10.00 A. M., and arrives from
Kingfield at 9.15 A.M .
Jumping Institution, and In 1859 he, with a
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington nomadic restlessness; of
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
ind Strong at 3.43 P. M.:and leaves for King- from one place to another,
in the few others, were the promoters of
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kid at 4.00 P. M.
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exhilarating pursuit of outdoor rec the museum of natural history,
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the head of a companion or close to ber, Bangor; George Thatcher, Baa.
the ear of a companion.
Teach gor.
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W. H. Gannett of Augusta has re him, also, the courtesy of tliq field—
ceived three carloads of goats, a- to shoot the birds that come on his S P E C IE OF A N IM A L TR A C K ED UN.
KNOW N.
bout 80 in all, which he will keep side, and never to he eager to claim
Phillips, Maine
on the estate purchased by him some a bird on which perhaps two
xhen
The report has reached the office
time ago and which includes
the have doubled. It is hard feu- a boy
L. B. BRACKETT,
of
the commission of inland fisheries
to
give
up
a
bird
if
he
sees
it
fall
high
land
located
at
the
south
of
his
Business Manager
A road convention, under
the property on Western avenue
and ahead of his gun; but he has gone j and game, of a strange animal sees
auspices of the State Highway De known as Betsey Howard hill. The a step toward being a gentleman in township 7, range 10, Piscataquis
partment
and the first of its kind goats are at present quratered in a when he can toss the bird to the county, near the East Branch wat
OUXING EDITION
to
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Lyman H. Nelson of Portland, park and Mr. Gannett contemplates the ground requires noskill and is the animal were twice ^the size of
Teach him to pick the tracks of bob cats’ and places
chairman of the State Highway Com carrying out the work to completion not good form.
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
out his bird in a covey rise and not j,n the snow crust where the animal
mission,
told
of
the
commissioners’
the
coming
season.
1909, at the postofflce at Phillips, Maine, under
merely to shoot at tire flock.
(
had broken through proved that th»
plans for this year.
the Act of March 3. 1879,
In all this you will be
teaching a«ixual was heavy. One gentleman
He said they contemplate the pro OLD TOWN MAN ON BIG GAME
him the great laws of conservationf-gtated that he had followed
the
duction of a large mileage of new
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
and of fair play.
To that
extent traeks fo£ some distance and found
Selden
G.
McPheters
of
Old
Town,
state of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp state roads and at the same time a
b>
besides being a
guide of you are grounding him in good [ where the animal M d kllled a M
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county large mileage of the state aid roads, who
citizenship ami starting him in as rH and a Mtle turther alQng
locally.
many
years’
experience,
says
the
as well as the renewal and main
a man who is apt to he just, care
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
tenance of hundreds of miles
of Bangor Commercial, is also one of ful and fair in business and social! found where the animal had stretd
and game photographs from ts readers.
ed.
Hairs of the animal found at
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The world likes
that
changed, please give the old as wed as new or six years by the use
the
that place were over one inch ii
of state tion of the state regarding
sort
of
man
in
business
or
society;
address.
length, were wiry, and were gray,
conditions of the Maine woods in all
funds.
and there are few places where a
“ We are proposing,” said Chairman seasons of the year and the habits boy can learn better principles of ish brown in color—not streaked 1%
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Nelson, to take over all roads con of the game, big and small, under life than in the field, with a com-! the hair of a bob cat. Some time
represents ag0 tlie story " as about
aut>ul that
Lliai a
structed since 1808 but
which those varying conditions, has just panion who in himself
through neglect, are out of repair, returned frem a stay of several good traditions in the matter of skill henchm an in Chesum ook region had
This Issue Is 5097 Copies.
j been chased by a wolf, and it it
Time
and put them in proper shape
so weeks at Nesowadnehunk lake and and etiquette afield.
the when the terms gentleman
andj thought that this animal in question
that the state’s and town’s invest reports glowingly of the way
Governor William T. Haines has j
sportsman meant much the same. might also be a wolf.
ment herein, amounting to millions big game is wintering there.
proclaimed Thursday, the 30th day
When
he
left
Nesowadnehunk,
there
They
have net yet w'holly lost their S P E C IA L T Y OF H U N T IN G AND
of dollars, shall be saved.’1
of April, 1914, to be known and obwas a depth of between six
and flavor.
The first use of a gun by
The position of the Maine State
F IS H IN G EXC U R SIO N S.
served as Maine Fires Prevention
seven feet of snow on a level, all a boy is a time justly held in some
grange
on
the
important
question
of
Day and most earnestly recommends
around the shores of this lovely in dread by the boy’s parents. Careful
confronting the
Steamboat travel on the
North
that the people observe it in all good roads now
land body of water, which in its tuition in this part of a boy’s edu
people
of
the
state
of
Maine
was
Saskatchewan river, between
Ed
proper ways:
First, by cleaning up
day has furnished about as
many cation, however, removes the danger
Man,
rubbish and looking after fixe traps carefully outlined by the head of that magnificent bull moose and splendid and puts him in the way of a know monton, Alta., and Les Pas,
organization,! State
at home; second, by holding meet representative
ly proportioned deer, as any sports ledge that may prove of very last 750 miles, by way of North BattleMaster
C.
S.
Stetson
of Greene, who
ings for discussion and addresses in
men’s retreat in the big woods. Yet ing value in character making. Self- ford and Prince Albert, Sask., will
the several cities and towns of the was the principal speaker before the in spite of this abnormal depth of reliance and dignity are only two be opened the latter part of May,
State, especially under the auspices Good Roads convention at the after snow, the game has wintered
re of the new things you will find your according to advices received at Ed
of the Patrons of Husbandry
and noon session Tuesday.
boy taking on when he becomes
a monton from Minneapolis. The Sas
markably
well
and
is
showing
fine
“ We ask that the roads of Maine
the Fire Departments and in our
condition for the season of
light real sportsman.—PTom the Saturday katchewan Steamship and Coal com
pany, will place its sidewheel steam
Schools, and such other commercial be built for the purpose of trans feed.
Evening Post.
er Majestic into commission at that
and civic organizations as may be porting the commerce of the consum
This
is
due,
says
Mr.
McPheters,
able to lend their support toj this er by the most direct route and at to the fact first that the snows in i C O M M IS S IO N E R V IL E S C O N F E R S time, making a trip from Prince Alsaid Mr.
important question, in order
that the least possible cost,”
! bert to Edmonton.
the early part of the winter were, W IT H L U M B E R M E N IN BANThe company will make a specialty
all our people, both old and young, Stetson, and he also said that the damp and heavy and continued so,
GOR
ON
S
E
A
S
O
N
’S
W
O
R
K
.
Maine
of
hunting and fishing •excursions,
In country and city, may be thor members of the Grange in
expensive with an immediate result of bend
into unfrequented districts along the
oughly impressed and become better oppose “ the building of
ing
down
and
breaking
off,
the
tops
Blaine S. Viles, state forestry com-, Sa8katehewM1 rtv€r, wllere moose,
educated upon this most important boulevards for the accommodation of the cedars throughout the woods.
m m w , acctanpanied by
C. L .;deer> bear> dack, geese> prairie
of traffic of doubtul value, which
question of conservation.
lasts but a small portion of
the These tops, which are the main
roo , c e clerk o f the depart- c j, jc k e n and partridges abound,
stay of the game when other feeds
year.”
en , was m anfeor on Wednesday
The North .Saskatchewan spokecof
fail, are lying on and in the snow, and met m conference with lumber- by trav9ler8 „ .-the Mk, slssipp, *
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
whose
so that they are readily accessible
death occurred at her {home in
As showing the value of
Maine to the wild creatures of the forests, men and bmberland owners of that Canada/. ls u,6 t9vorlte habitat t
Stroudwater last Monday removed
region relative to the work of pro
The water ie cold and
the head of National and State or apples, W. P. Atherton of Gardiner, which may browse from them even tecting the forests from fire. There game fish.
swift
emptying
Lake Winnipeg,
calls
attention
to
the
fact
that
ap
if the snow- does not hold them up to was a numerous gathering of those, The 8tream wasinto
ganizations of the W. C. T. XL
used by the „ „
ples
from
the
far
west
sold
recently
reach the ordinarily accessible parts.
Through the death of Mrs. Stevens
11. eres ed and a thorough canvass of son>s g ay company, which dispatchthe temperance cause in state and in the Liverpool markets at an av However, the intense colds of March the situation.
„ ^
ed boats with furs from Edmonton
erage
ctf
$2
a
box,
while
Maine
ap
crusted the surface of the snow over
nation has lost one of its most tire
Commissioner
Viles
spoke
of
the
to
York Factory on Hudson bay.
ples sold at an average of $4.50 to heavily and the deer can get about
less workers.
$5 a barrel.
Sound and well pack anywhere in the woods, without re work of his department, and of what
ed apples sold as high as $6 a bar source to the paths made in the it is hoped to accomplish this year. "rHE BOOTHBYS TO T A K E PEROnly 500 miile mileage books are
MANENT
R E S ID E N C E IN
new
rel.
He figures that when all the yards, wMch in common winters the He exhibited a model of the
being issued at the Maine
Central
W A T E R V IL L E .
steel
tower
that
the
department
has,
bills for transportation,
insurance, deer have to confine themselves to
station and these are selling
for
sta-----------cooperage and commission were paid unless such a crust as Mr. McPhet adopted for mountain lookout
$11 .25.
This is in compliance with
tions.
This tower is of steel truss
According to a report from thA
the net profit to the Maine producer ers describes, obtains.
an order issued by the management
work surmounted by a wooden, house, j borne city of Col. and Mrs. Frederic
was greater than to the
western
Mr. McPheters thinks he has never
and which has become effective.
sec- E- Boothby, they* are planning in
man.
He says that Maine Baldwins seen the deer in such fine condi This tower comes in 12 foot
Pres. Morris McDonald of
the
tions
up
to
60
feet,
so
that
a
structhe near future to leave Ported
sold in the English market ail wint tion at this season and the indica
Maine Cnetral railroad, wrote to Gov.
ture
of
12,
24,
36,
48
or
60
feet
aild
reSii<lo in their residence on uper 25 cents to 50 cents higher per tions are, from the number
which
Haines of Maine that the discontin
per College street in Watendlle. It
barrel than any others, except a few he saw, that the coming season will may be had.
uance of the sale of 1,000 mile mil
choice lots from Canada and western see Nesowadnehunk surrounded by
“ We expect to -be able to make a is said that they are remodelling and
age book at two cents a mile was
good many improvements this year,”
their house there and aft
New York. • »
such a horde of the four footed ani
necessary in order that the con^pany
to give up their apartments at the
said
the
commissioner.
‘
‘I
hope
mals as will make the resort pre
might pay six per cent.
dividends.
Falmouth to reside there.
If this
Paul D. Sargent, chief engineer of eminently a big game producing sec that some time we will be able to be true there will be exceeding re
He stated operating expenses
had
have
our
lookout
stations
near
en
been increased $75,000 a month with the State highway department, has tion, as of yore.
ough together so two stations may gret among their large circle
out any increased revenue to meet leased the D. L. Diplock cottage on
friends.
sight
the same fire.
Then if the
__ ______ ________
YO U N G S P O R T S M E N
the advance.
Gov. Haines
had the north shore of Cobbosseecontee,
chief
warden
has
a
good
map
of
the
F
U
N
D
B
EIN
G R A IS E D TO
HOUSE
will
written a protest to President Mc Winthrop, for the season and
F A M O U S B IR D CO LLECTIO N
Many and many a time every one section he can determine easily the
Donald against the abolition of the occupy it about the first of May.
PROPERLY.
of us, when out shooting in the exact location of the fire.”
1,000 mile books and the substitution
John
F.
Phillippi,
chief
forester
of
-----------country,
has
found
himself
one
cf
a
of 500 mile books at 2 1-4 cents a
John Burroughs, the naturalist,
chance, medley party of all sorts the Great Northern Paper Co., ex-j An important meeting of the off>
mile.
who has just returned from an in
sorts of pressed the appreciation of his com- cers and executive committee
Committees of the United Commer teresting vacation in Florida, where of persons, with all
guns, who “ ring in” on the shoot in pany for the efficient work done in the Stanton club, the Bates College
cial Travelers Association of Port
he studied bird-life with Thomas A.
Alumni association of Maine,
was
land and the Maine Commercial Edison the inventor, celebrated his a oerfectly friendly but often perfect their section during the past year.
At the risk of be
At the close of the meeting Com- held at the New Chase House, Port
Travelers are seeking some way by birthday on Friday, (April 3,) in a ly horrible way.
own missioner Viles conferred with the land, a few nights ago to consider
which persuasion or legal resistance rather novel manner for a man ar ing thought rude, select your
company—and only those whom you chief wardens and timberland own- plans for a special campaign for the
Can be applied to check an increase
riving at the 77th milestone of life. know to be careful and gentlemanly.
ers in relation to the apjpointment raising of funds from among the
in passenger rates, and
mileage
He ate three square meals and walk Especially select this sort of com
of the men for this season’is| work, Maine alumni to provide cases for
books to be sold at a price in excess
ed five miles.
Mr. Burroughs de pany for your boy; and let him start
applications being made out
and the bird collection recently given to
of present charges.
N
clares the same
celebration has right, with some careful older com
filed with Clerk Philbrook.
Bates college by Prof. Stanton. This
An authorized representative of the
marked everyone of his
birthdays panion who will see that he has a
Maine Central Co. said that accord
Among the land owners and ward- in the largest bird collection in the
since he has been old enough to de chance.
ing to the last report of the com
ens at the meeting were James L. state and one of the largest in Neff
cide for himself.
The old time prairie chicken used
pany the cost of operation of the pasChapman, Milo; E. E. Ring, Orono; h^agland and at the prseent time it
to be a splendid thing for the young
W. B. Howe, Patten; Taber D. Ball- is improperly housed in rooms in the
The trap shooters of the State marksman—the next thing after the
ey, Bangor; E. G. Jones, Bangor; New Science building and is sadly &
are locking ahead to the annual cottontail rabbit.
Our quail is a
Dr. J. K. Knox, Orono; George W. need of special cases for the pr®*
meet, which will be held next July little more difficult, but is apt .to
Coffin, Lee; A. B. Hayes, Norcross; ervation of the specimens.
It will
at Portland, at which will be pulled be pretty much the only game the
C.
C.
Butterfield,
Patten;
David
cost
about
$1,200
to
provide
suitable
off both the Maine and the New average bey is likely to see nowa
B. cases.
About $600 has already be®
Perhaps the first bird the Pingree, Salem, Mass.; Hosea
England shoots.
The dates will be| days.
Buck, Bangor; G. E. Hathorn, Ban- raised and it is now felt that the
boy
kills
on
the
wing
may
be
a
July
10
and
11
and
the
attendance
of Maine Woods outing:edition, published weekly
Vaughn Maine alumni should
immediately
snipe, a. plover, some shore
bird, gor; R. W. Bell, Milo;
24 ^1912iPS’ Maine’ retluirefl by the act of August promises to be very large.
immediate
a prairie grouse, or even a
quail. Jones, Bangor; E. L. Chase, Brown- come forward with an
Editor, L. B. Brackett, Phillips. Maine; busi
ness manager, D. F. Field, Publishers, J. W.
ville;
Albert
E.
Freeman,
Orrington;
subscription
to
cover
the
remaining
Pie is a made boy from that time
Brackett Company.
Loss of appetite is also loss of on and the love' of the art
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of
is H. L. McKechnie, Brewer; Howard $600, so that the cases may he con*
total amount of stock, L. B. Brackett. M. E vitality,
vigor, tone.
To recover thenceforward fixed for him;
but M. McKechnie, Brewer; George W. structed and put in place befoT®
Brackett. J. Scott Brackett. D. F. Field. Philiips.
Hood’s teach him to temper his enthusiasm, Ban ton, Bangor; W. B.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other appetite and tlhe rest take
Goodwin; commencement.
This is a special
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of
the and do not allow his excitement to Bangor; George H. Monroe, Milo; token of love and respect toward
the total amount o f bonds, mortgages or other Sarsaparilla,—that strengthens
securities, none.
stomach, perfects digestion, makes render him careless with his gun.
F. H. Gould, Milo; Herbert J-. Ban- Prof. Stanton to whom this collect
D. F. FIELD, Business Manager
Sworn to and suscribed before me this 1st day eating a pleasure.
It also makes
When you come to the wagon see ton, Bangor; H. W. Davis, Guilford; ion of birds means so much.
An
o f April, 1914.
the blood rich and pure, and stead that he takes out his shells. If you John R. Flint, Monson; Guy Ordway, active campaign will probably be
(seal) CONY M. HOYT. Justice of the Peace.
ies the nerves.
shoot in the same duck blind teach Patten; Luther Hall, Patten; Nath- started at an early date.

MAINE WOODS

senger system oif the road was $1.57
per train mile and the revenue $1.41
per train mile. The management be
lieved it was time that something
be done to make the passenger de
partment of the road self->sup|porting,
he declared.

J. W . B ra c k e tt C o .

J

STATEMENT OF THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
CIRCULATION, ETC.

R E C E IV E S T H R E E C A R LO A D S
GOATS.

OF him that he must never shoot over an C. Ayer, Bangor;
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CLASSIFIED

PYTHIAN SISTERS
GIVE MASQUERADE

soda fountain.
The ceiling has been
tinted in green and the show cases
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
have been retouched all of which
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
adds much to the appearance of the
interior.
The proprietor, H. C.
FO R SA LE.
Ladies Dine at the Tavern— Riddle Riddle is more than a busy
man
these days preparing for the sum
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
Getting Busy.
mer season.
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
Morrison.
(Speciail to Maine Woods.)
Geo. Haines who has been very
Rangeley, April 7.—High school be ill with lobar pneumonia is slightly
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch gan Monday after a week’s recess.
better we are pleased to report.
and able steam yacht, *Wa-Wa” of
Mrs. S. B. McCard left Monday for
Glendon, the little son of
Mrs.
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Government
a week’s trip to Boston toselect
her j w ill Wilbur left for Lewiston Mon
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in
line of spring and summergoods, j day, accompanied by his aunt, Mrs.
first class condition. May be inspect
Mrs. Emery Haley lias charge
°i|Geo. Kempton.
He will be placed
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam,
the store during her absence.
; in the hospital for treatment.
Maine. Price will be reasonable to a
Mrs. Holla Toothaker has returned, Local friendB wm b0 interested in
quick purchaser. Apply to Dr. Norton
home
trom Portland, where she has tte followl
Mouvoria, CaM.,
Downs, Fordhooke Farm, Three Tuns,
been receiving treatment
at
the i „
T
.
b
“
March
26,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lynwood
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.
ncSpitaL
Toothaker, a daughter.
Mrs M. D. Tibbetts was called t o !/
rO R SAJLE—Ediaon Dictating ma
A jolly party of ladies, 24 in num
chine- In first claws cond.tion. In North Jay the latter part of the ber took supper at the Tavern. In
week by the* serious illness of her
quire at Maine W oods office.
I£g 02*
* the evening whist was enjoyed and
FOR SALE— One of the best situatHarwood Childs lias returned toj later the party adJourned to the
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. Tilton Seminary after spending the El0vinS Pic ures.
ie pnzes were
won as follows: First prizes, Mrs.
F. B. Colby, Mrs. H. A.
Furbish,
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, and Mrs. H. A. Childs
sitting room, guides’ camps,
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. David Quimby arej consolation, Mrs. E. I. Herrick and
The ladies
Suitable for Club House.
Address at Kennebago.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Miss Beatrice Jones.
Mr. William J. Downing, Mason, Tibbetts and children have
been present were:
Mdms. F. B. StewC. W.
Barrett,
Building, Kilby Street. Boston , Mass.
James
Matliieson,
W.
F.
Oakes,
nebago.
Apply |
ave |Clara Rector, A. M. Ross,
Verne
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
the
Pillshury,
Alvah
Sprague,
A.
M.
been working at Kemankea^
Hoar,
E.
C.
Huntoon,
F.
B.
Burns,
past winter have returned home.

i
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AUTOMQBIUNG BY RAIL

A California Car Line Uses Auto W ith

Ordinary Car Wheels as “T rain ."

A rebuilt automobile, with wheels
adapted to use on narrow-gauge track,
Is in operation in California, making
the 70-mile round trip between Caldor
and Diamond SpringB in two and a

half hours. A more convenient and
comfortable observation car for use
in a country where the scenery Is a
big asset, it would be hard to lmag*
ine.—Popular Mechanics.

MAKING GOOD GRAVEL ROADS

roads. United States department of ag
riculture, according to bulletin 53 of
the department,, making a total of
over four million square yards of road
constructed under the supervision of
this office since 1905.
The types of roads built were brick,
concrete, oil-cement concrete, bitumin
ous concrete, bituminous-surfaced con
crete, bituminous macadam, surface
treatment, macadam, asphalt-slag, oilasphalt-gravel, oil-gravel, oil-corralline, gravel-macadam, gravel, slag,
sand-clay,
sand-gumbo,
burnt-clay,
shell and earth. The object lesson
and experimental work during the
past year was done at a cost to the
local communities of $139,841.89. This,
does not include the salaries and ex
penses of the department engineers.
The road work during the year was
done in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, Ne
braska, North Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin
and the District of Columbia.

Enough Crude Oil Is Applied to Make

At the Ladies’ Aid
Wednesday,!**^ ur^is^> Addie
Richardson,
Bed Impervious to Moisture—
Roll Down to Suit.
ice cream and cake were served by| Cha8- Haraden> G- w ; Plckel; Ira DTO RENT—House on Dodge road. Mrs. Lyman Kempton and Mrs. G
It looks like the bulk of money Is
Herrick, E. B. Herrick, F. B. Colby,
B. Frank Beal.
Kempton.
larger than the faculty for building.
Miss Muriel Hoar and Hayden C- M- Cushman, Herbert Spiller.
What we want are good roads not
Huntoon were guests of Mr. and Mrs.! The following new residents have for coasting purposes, but for the
W ANTED.
good of the traveling public. We have
|3, Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ross,
a had some experience in gravel roads
ironing.
WANTED— Washing
and
Mrs. Julia Morrison, who has daughter; April 2, Mr. and Mrs. Os- and the best ones are made in this
Will go out or take
them home.
been spending the past month with i man Wright, a daughter; Mr. and way, says a writer in the Iowa Home
Mrs. Azelia Jensen.
stead. We locate the center of a
her daughter at Stratton has return-'Mrs. Hal Ellis, April 4, a daughter.
well-formed road bed, then four feet
WANTED— Family washings
and ed home.
She was accompanied byj Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Porter
and each way from center we open out a
Ironings to do.
Best of references Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard.
family and Miss Cherrie Toothaker gravel bed eight feet wide and twelve
given.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Miss Stella Getchell was a week enjoyed an outing at Round pond or fifteen Inches deep, depending on
Washings called for and
delivered. end guest of friends in town.
the kind of soil. The road bed Is
the latter part of the week.
Mrs. Bessie Dobson, Phillips, Maine.
Services at the church Sunday were
March 31 at Castle Hall occurred filled with coarse gravel mixed well
R. F. D. No. 2. Box 6.
of an interesting and helpful nature. the masquerade ball given under the with clay, or earth, and crude oil
The sermon appropriate to palm ausipices of Lake View Temple No.
WANTED— Potatoes at my store.
,
,,
The hall was
house.
Notify by telephone eight s ’maaJ' was
the » astor ReT' 14, Pythian Sisters.
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
H- A - oh l“ 3- Appropriate music was attractively decorated in the lodge
also rendered by Mrs. O. R. Rowe colors, red, yellow, blue and white
W hat Bad Roads Cost.
W ANTED-Experienced cook
for, aild H* ° - Huntoon. The evening ser- and a profusion of Japanese lant
To carry a ton one mile by sea costa
The
erns, and the big round
moon
the summer.
Address Maine Wdods» vice was also well attended
one-tenth of a cent; by railroad, one
subject was “ Witnessing.”
cent. To haul a ton over good roads
which shone on schedule time for
Phillips, Maine.
Mrs. F. B. Burns was a recent the moonlight waltz.
costs seven cents a mile; over ordiAt each end
guest of Mrs. James Mathieson for, Qf the room large j,unch bowIs> ^
I nary country roads, 25 cents a mile.
T O H O L D IT S F IR S T S E S S IO N
Mud tax and hill climbing tolls, there*
, a few days Isided over by Mrs. C. W. Barrett and
fore, amount to 18 cents a mile.
, , ------------ 7
+v,
| Miss Laura H oards, a trained j Mrg A ^ Oakes proved popular reAfter just a year since they were nurse iB caring for Mrs. W. T. H o a r .gortg duri
the evening.
A midCost of Poor Roads.
authomed to look into the matter
Mrs. Etta Dill, who has been
ill' lunch was served of 8andwich.
Poor highways lessen the profit of
the special committee appointed at for the past few weeks has so far egj coffee and assorted cake. Prizes
labor, increase the cost of living, bur
the session of the 76th Legislature ^recovered as to he able to open her were awarded of $1 eacll.
Ladles’
den the enterprise of the people, dull
to look into the question of salaries [ store again.
She is boarding with
the morality of our citizenship and
prize, a Turkish lady, Miss Muriel
Srm Z "• ills & f ^ V < ' and fees for county officers in Maine Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Snowman,
hold down the educational adranoe*
Hoar; gentlemen’s prize, Chinaman,
ment of the countrywill hold its first meeting in PortMrs. Miles Dauphine, who
has J. A. Russell.
An unusually large
M
R
land on Thursday evening at the been the guest of her father, F. C. number were In bostume and many
fm V
&i
' - '“>%<■ V].!
Last Chance 13.
Falmouth hotel and there organize Philbrick the past week returned to
wild guesses were made as to the
The
words
Jamaica Mirror contain
for the work that they are to do.
her home in Portland Saturday.
j identity of the maskers. Many fine
P „ , '&
18 letters. The name of the publisher,
The following men were named:
Ira D. Hoar was a business caller; costumes were in evidence as well
Frank E. Hopkins, contains 13 let
Hon. Herbert S. Wing of Kingfield, jn Rumford Wednesday,
ters. The words “ Casey and Dugan”
as some which caused much merri C -V -v
senator from Franklin; Hon. Leslie
Clifford and Miss Georgia Watson
SSfifefL. V - ' v Y .
'M,
contain 13 letters. The heading of
ment.
Boynton of Jefferson, senator from 0f Madison are guests of their sisthis Item, “ Here’s Good Luck,” con
Excellent Type of Gravel Road.
tains 13 letters. This number of tha
Lincoln, Hon. Charles M. Conaut of ter, Mrs. Hal Ellis.
L O C K L IN W IN S
Winterport, senator from Waldo, on
Leslie Doak has moved his 'fam ily
enough to make it a bed impervious Mirror is issued on the 13th of th*A
the part of the Senate; and Lauren from the Lamb farm to the
Dana
to moisture. This bed is well packed month in the 13th year of the cen
for all heavy freight. The surface tury, the last chance to make such a.
Livermore Falls, April 7, 1914.
M . Sanborn of South Portland,
M. Hinkley tenement.
bed
upon this should be of finer combination for a hundred years.
L. Durgin of Milo, A. A. Putnam of; Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish, w1ho
The series of 10 games of check
gravel
about eight or ten inches deep When we get a few more subscriptions
Houlton and W. H. Mitchell of New- jiave been enjoying an extended va- ers played by correspondence be
and from the center each way should we shall have 13 thousand.—Jamaica
port on the part of the House. Mr. cation trip which included
Boston, tween S. S. Locklin and D. E. Hayes
be from eight to ten feet making a Mirror.
Putnam had the distinction of being New York and Washington, D. C., have been finished. Locklin won 4 top bed from sixteen to twenty feet
the youngest member in the lowest returned home Wednesday night,
Place fo r Everything.
games; Hayes won 1 game;( drawn, wide with the edges well wrapped up
“ Confound it, Emily, where do you
chamber.
Mr. Converse and party arrived 5 games.
with earth. Then the whole is rolled
keep the pins? I’ve been looking higk
This special committee is to make at the Tavern Saturday night en
The boys are reorganizing a new down to suit the form of a good road and low for one for ten minutes. I’ll
bed. The oil bed being underneath
a full investigation of the salaries route for Kennebago where they will rifle club*.
They have 18 already
wager there isn’t an article of tha
and fees question in all parts
of enjoy a short outing at the Converse who have signed to join and several the seasons will evaporate tie oil sort in the house. If we men ran our
and harden the finer gravel sides of
the State and present a report at camp.
more are coming in and will
try the road so as to make a fine drive offices like you women—” “Oh, Doro
the next session of the Legislature.
Frank Gile has purcksaed the Ira to get in the state shoot again.
thy, shake out the vacuum cleaner for
way for coasting and light traffic.
It is thought that as soon as
the Huntoon house on Middle street and
Flint or limestone is the best. mamma, dear, and take a pin right
committee formally organizes, as it wm take possession immediately.
Money is being thrown away by the away to papa.”
will Thursday evening, the active, Mrs. Nelson Kimball of Auburn is
use of sandstone as a road bed be
cause of the fact that when it is
investigation will begin.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe.
rolled down and crushed into form it
_____________________
The big pile of pulpwood piled on
Is only a short time until the frost
Subscribe N ow fo r
Maine Woods, the ice near the light station awaithas it in such shape that it proves
$1.00 a Y e a r.
i ing the breaking up of the ice arFOR
worthless. Never hammer or crush
_______________
-- gues well for the industry of our
g u n s
a n d
the sand rock. The better form can
.................................................... .... niiiinimnyj, townsmen.
1 he greater part of
F I S H
- R O D S
be made of sandstone by getting the
rocks in good building material form
f n
.
. u
tJlis was hauled from the lot cleared
William F. Nye is the great to be used only on soft, wet land, lay
l ^ t e r n g to
up 0T8T8 ruIKS | j,y Frank Kempton and W. F. Oakes
est authority on refined oils in the
ing them in mecha-nically to make
who also cut a goodly supply] of
the eight-food road bed and covering
world. H e was the first bottler; has
^ N F lA /im r l^ L 0 U
U L
lumber and wood during the winter.
with the oil, clay and shell. Always
the largest business and NYOIL
I "
434 Congress St.,
!| Mr. Strout of Freeport has been
put the oil bed underneath and in that
I p n P T T A to n MATNF,
I the suest of his daughter, Mrs. Anis the best oil he has ever made.
way save all the fine particles to
r U l V l LiiAiN U , 1
*| Ison Soule.
During his stay in town
harden the road bed.
NYOIL
1 Erected in 1911, and p ositively the only |
purchased a pair of horses
of
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

ithf ounce

unnee
U

F ireproof
Hotel in the City
•=
re p ri
§ Elevator Service. P rivate and Public 1
I Baths and every convenience for the com- |
1 fort o f quests including

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

A

the American Realty Company.
H. A. Look arrived Saturday night
and was a guest at the Tavern.
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING
j
A goodly number of men
were
| WATER
AND LOCAL AND | present at the banquet served
to
1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- | the Men’s League by the Boy Scouts
1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM 1 ] Saturday evening.
1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED |
Miss Laura W olf is visiting at R.
| FEATURING POi ULAR PRH F. MENUS | P. Crosby’s.
I American Plan *2.50 per day. upward |
At Riddle’s Pharmacy, the magic
| European Plan *1.00 per day. upw ard §
brush of I. W. Mitchell has been
E Letters o f inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered, =
1 H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, | busily at work.
The wood
work
Proprietors.
has
been
stained
green
to
match
the
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HAS NO EQUAL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
spoiling goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROADS
Much W ork Done by Department of
Agriculture During the Fiscal
Year of 1912-1913.
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment o f Agriculture.)

Over four hundred and eighty thou
sand square yards of different types
of roads for experimental and object
lesson purposes were constructed dur
ing the fiscal year 1912-1913 under the
supervision of the office, of public

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothin

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
far $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day atod up.

ABSOLUTELY FIEEFB00F
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER

F.

GRAFTS,

Gen.

Manager

6
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WOODfc,
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the most accurate, where skilled features and the nature of the vom this work steel towers will be used
manipulation, and understanding of er, as well as the peculiar color and on which portable houses will be
the
such details, are brought forward for the shape of the tail, all indicate a erected for the occupancy of
attention. The rod is brought back combination of the two species, watchman and care of the instruward smartly, and then forward, which, as Is well known, are now ment.
something on the order that he
By Robert Page Lincoln
Among the chief wardens for Ken
somewhere a trifle below the horizon separated farther than they used to
knows exceptionally well, he is go tal.
The Brook Trout and the Lake nebec waters in Maine Forestry dig.
My sense of humor permits me be.
Among piscatorially inclined people, ing to have a hard time mastering to appreciate the fact that this Trout were at one time included under trtcts were appointed three Skowhe.
who have tried both fly-casting, and the situation. In our young days we sounds like fishing from note, but the same Genue Salvelinus, but they gan men;
Frank Thompson, R . L.
that of bait-casting from a free reel,
appear to be now separated into two Marston and W. D. Snow.
purchase, for the sum of ten, to fif my remarks may help you, so I
there has been some conflict of opin
give them for what they are worth. Genera, the Grey Trout being put in'*
ion as to which is the most difficult ty cents, a reel made of brass, and The thumb is now lifted from
the the Genus Christivomer. A hybrid
A GREAT
F IS H
STORY
sand
to thoroughly master.
Good wleld- we feel highly honored till
cored line; the bait flies out toward specially connected with two separ
ate
Genera
is
a
remarkable
and
ex
ers of the bamboo there are who gets into the mechanism and then we its destination; theeye follows
its
Later we ascend
There is now in Chicago a fish
will tell you that fly-casting is a sim think different.
course, and when it shows signs of ceedingly interesting occurrence. 1
ple experience to overcome, as com to the hard-rubber reel feature and having reached thetermination
of am most interested in this specimen that could have swallowed 20 Jonahs
pared with casting that bait, and the have slightly better results; and its energy, the thumb is gradually and intend to look into the question without inconvenience which is more
reverse, among other men, who will then We come to the four, to six pressed down upon the cored line, further as the nature of the egg and than a whale could do, owing to the
tell you that bait-casting is nothing dollar, reel, and, we usually stick and firmly so when the bait is fall the features of hybridisation are so small calibre of its throat: Among
remarkable scientifically, that it is the many persons who have seen
compared with the other
branch. there, unless we become cranks. As en.
Then all you have to do is to
of
However this may be, it all depends a rule, for a bait casting reel, from reel in your line, with ordinary nat worth while trying some experimen this fish are clergymen, some
upon the individual, his keenness, his which you desire service, and wear, ural slowness, in imitation of a tal work to see if the hybrids can whom surmise that it was really a
be produced artificially.”—Rod
& fish of tills species that swallowed
ability to guage things, so that his I would not suggest anything under swimming frog and its speed
of Gun in Canada.
Jonah.
„
At four dollars
you
bait may be placed at just the right four dollars.
travel.
This should be understood:
The monster was caught by Capt,
spot without fail, and this is some will get a reel, which, accorded fav You must guage the pressure of your
a
Miami,
thing that sounds easy till you actu orable treatment, will last a number thumb upon the line, according
F U R Charles H. Thompson,
-to B O A R D O F T R A D E O F T H E
Fla., sportsman, while cruising for
The point is this: Do not the smooth working capability
ally have the rod in your hand and of years.
IN D U S T R Y .
of
tarpon off Knight’s Key. Its weight
run your reel.
are ready to try it for yourself. Thi get a reel that you know will
Thus, on a finely
ad
when caught was 30,000 pounds, its
innumerable justed reel, your thumb must
is certain: with the fly-rod you are away from you, in its
so
Delegates from all branches of the length is 45 feet; its greatest cirallowed much more freedom than revolutions, from which backlashes much sooner he pressed down, than
fur business have met and formed a cumference is 23 feet, 9 inches. The
The if you were using a moderately re strong organization under the above
with the bait rod. Such a resilient will pile up thick and heavy.
mouth is 50 inches wide and 43 in
wand naturally forces the line, and best place to learn the ins and outs volving reel.
The thumb is never title, with the following elected as of
ches deep, with a tongue 40 inches
concentrates energy upon one fact of bait casting is upon water. Learn lifted high and dry, from the line. ficers:
Samuel Ullmann, of Joseph
There are a tnultitude
of
or, the rod itself, the reel having no ing upon land is useless, so do not It should really feel the brush of Ullmann, chairman; Alexander Heil- long.
teeth smaller than a baby’s.
The
Use either a bait, or some the outrunning line.
duty save as holding the line, or reel try it.
broner,
vice-chairman;
Edward
M.
There
are
ing it in when the fish is caught. In thing as heavy as a bait, that does men who become fanatics on long Speer, with Theodor Thorer, county- tail resembles somewhat that of an
bait casting it is the opposite. The not sink.
The reel is placed on the distance casting; but long distance treasurer; I Harold Stern, of the aeroplane and measures 10 feet from
rod is, as a rule, stiff, while the reel reel-seat, the band drawn over it, casting never won a man more fish. Alaska Chemical Company, secretary. tip to tip.
When Capt. Thompson first sight
is * depended upon for imparting the and locked, if you have the thumb
Such men gradually become enthus-; Objects of the organization a re1
ed the monster it was lazily float
necessary energy. I must here warn screw contrivance upon it, which is
very
broad
and
comprehensive,
owing
iastic in such performances and in
ing on the surface of the water.
the beginner that to supply himself not necessary, however. The thumb
time join tournaments, where death to faster and increase trade along The captain and his crew put off
with a reel that revolves at least screw is to some a blessing. I am
lines
of
legitimate
business
methods
alone calls a halt to their operations.
for it in the lifeboat.
As they drew
three minutes by one turn of the han taking it for granted that you are
The one big thing to overcome
is by uniting in common interest those near it sounded, but it soon reap
die is to pave the way for a lot going to use a reel devoid of back
engaged
in
the
different
branches
of
mastery of placing your bait at just
of exasperation, and inevitable fail lash preventers, self-thumbers, and
the fur industry to the advantage of peared and a harpoon was shot deep
the desired spot, with as little noise
Then began a hard
ure, and certainly no real good so forth.
all
concerned, with uniform justice into its side.
The reel is one unprovid as possible, and with the most com
It appeared to be unable to
to each one, and favoritism to none; fight.
results. Much rather should the be ed with such, and your thumb mustj
plete of ease.
This is easier said j
it is manliest that those entering dive to a great depth, but it had all
ginner, unless he is an exceptional begin its initial education. The bait
than done.
For only skilled men!
The
into the arrangements have no per of its speed on the surface.
individual, provide himself with a is allowed to swing about six inches;
are able to master the
situation.
sailors
said
that
at
times
it
made
sonal
ends
to
attain,
but
contrari
reel revolving at a moderate speed, from the top guide.
Your thumb Presumably, then, some twenty,
or
Four more har
wise are public spirited and actuated 45 miles an hour.
to prevent backlashes, which are •in is upon the cored line. You are
twenty-five feet, away, in a small solely by a desire for the general poons were shot into it and about
evitable if a highly, smooth-working ready to make the side cast.
To pocket, you wish to place your bait;
150 bullets were fired at it
hut
reel is brought into service. Thus it tell on printed paper how to
do it is a hard performance, and where welfare.
It is the intention to earnestly en later the bullets were found to have
is that some enthusiasts, thinking things makes it look harder than it
success comes only once in a while deavor to attain the purposes sought hardly pierced the skin.
that they will be able to learn all really is.
As a matter of fact, you to the average.
But constant prac through a campaign of education, not
The fight took place in sight of
there is to know in a few experi will learn easily enough, these few
tice will make you successful,
if by the exercise of arbitrary meas some of the Florida kels,
where
ments, provide themselves with a pointers, and will, with care, become
you are careful, as you Bhould be, ures or anything akin to force.
thousands of people gathered to wit
jewelled reel, often high-priced, and master of it all, whether you are a
and you will be amply rewarded for
For 39 hours—two days and
A permanent bureau of arbitration ness it.
they gain not the least satisfaction boy or a man.
I am also talking to 1your efforts, (there is no doubt. Edu
a night—the great fish pulled the
will
he
established
to
which
any
of
out of it. By this I do not wish you tnose little fellows, of the
younger cate your thumb; curb your
self- the members may freely submit mat lifeboat through the waters,
the
to believe that I am in any way con generation, who are to become the
consciousness; bring out your cool ters in controversy arising from time yacht following at a safe distance.
demning the high-priced reels. They upholders of fishing and hunting in
At last, however, it appeared to
ness, and calculation, and you will to time in consequence of misunder
are examples of the most painstak the future.
As a rule, the side soon learn.
The overhead cast is standings.
Anyone connected with give in; it had ceased its struggles.
ing, and elaborate, workmanship; the cast is the one commonly used. The
the
the hardest to master, but it is one the fur trade, whether in the whole Then they lashed it alongside
point is: Till one is handy with other cast is known as the overhead
prolific of more catches, where the sale or retail branches, will as oc yacht and began the voyage shore
reels, and knows them thoroughly, cast, and is really the one that is
fisherman becomes skilled to it. casion arises be given every facility; ward—the 31-ton yacht escorting the
Whereas, the sidecast is one a trifle and possible assistance to place his 15-ton fish.
But presently the fish became
off the perpendicular, the tip o f the business on a sound footing; and in
rod coming over the right shoulder. every way members will co-operate lively again, having enjoyed a rest.
The rod is brought lightly upward, for their mutual progress, and the! It began to wiggle, and that wiggling
With
and forward smartly, though
not real and enduring uplift of the in- j was something stupendous.
one blow of its tail it knocked the
with a jarring jerk, but with as much dustry.
Wherein the plan of education and rudder and propeller off the yacht
ease as you can put into it.
The
the
distance is guaged.
The fisherman: moral suasion fail in their purpose, j and smashed in a portion of
Fortunately
knows how far his line will reach,; if they do, legitimate means will be after part of the hull.
used to restrain improper and sub the fish had been lashed by its head
and how much force it will take to |
versive acts by effective and extend to the vessel’s anchor chain, and
put the bait into a certain nook. As
ed publicity.
The organization has the chain held.
No hempen cable
ever the thumb must be on duty. As
M ake Happy Families
met with hearty approval in
all could have held.
Two stuot tug-,
I say—do it with ease, and careful
branches of the fur industry,
and boats were called upon for aid. The
A good supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
ly, avoiding always a too quick cast,
some of the heads of the largest de
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
that will send the bait to water with partment stores in the city on hear fish again quieted down. The tugs
k a row of smiling faces three times a day.
,
a disturbing splash.
Where, by the ing the objects of the organization towed it to Miami and a mechanism
^ Use William Tell Flour and make home bak- A
the
use
of
the
overhead
cast,
a bait may have expressed a desire to share in was rigged to pull it up on
Mk ing easy—no such thing as failure.
Jffl
dock.
be placed with ease, and without the effort intended to be put forth
lg|i Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the
But there was life in the big
sack, helping you keep down the cost # 8
sound, it is Always a deadly one. But to insure the attainment of certain
fish still.
It gave a sudden flip of
B k of living. Milled only from Ohio Mk
where
the
angler
finds
he
Cannot
reforms, realizing at once the great its enormous tail which smashed a
||kRed Winter Wheat by our own
become skilled to it, I would suggest value of an organization that can con
special process, it is richest in JEm
portion of the dock, demolished the
»
*
nutritive value.
that he content himself with
the trol at the source illegitimate
and dock-house and broke a man’s leg.
* T "''
Your grocer will have it— M ® !^**'* 1-.
side cast, which is easier to master. harmful methods that have prevailed;
It was its death struggle.
After
when you order your
Educate
your thumb:
This is the it is evident that fur merchants who
next supply, specify
a few more spasmodic movements it
great demand upon you if you wish conduct their business on well ap
gave up the ghost.—Bangor Commer
to he a successful bait-caster.
proved mercantile methods will find cial.
in the organization assistance great
ly exceeding their present under
N E W S P E C IE S OF T R O U T
standing or expectations.
For the present the organization
For some years several interesting
species of trout have been taken in headquarters will be the rooms of
Manufacturers,
the lakes that are found in
the the Associated Fur
boundaries of Algonquin Provincia 330 Fifth Avenue.—Fur News Maga
(Ontario) Park, situated in
the zine.
“ Highlands of Ontario,” 200
miles
north of Toronto, 170 miles west of K E N N E B E C F IR E W A R D E N S N A M 
Ottawa and 280 miles west of Mont
ED.
O.
H.
M c r v k . IN Z.lt.
I tN A D< (N V i L U . , P H I L L I P S , M A I IN L .
real.
During the year 1913 specimens
A conference of persons residing
were brought in from Delana Lake, on the Kennebec river and interest
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing- instantly
within a few miles of the “ Highland ed in forest fire protection was held
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
Inn,” situated at Algonquin
Trunk in Waterville, March 27th at the
Dyspepsia Relieved
mendable: BESIDES IT SAVES
Railway.
Those specimens resemb Elmwood hotel for the purpose of
EVERY FUR FOR THE TRA P
By First Dose
PER. The only trap ever con
led both the salmon and the speck appointing wardens, deputy wardens
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
Does
dread of dyspepsia take
led
trout,
so
much
so
that
the
Su
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
and the consideration of forest fires.
away all pleasure from your
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
perintendent
of
the
Park
sent
one
Blaine S. Viles, forest commissioner
ing furs of mink, skunk, “ coon” ,
meals.'5 Then—read how Mrs.
etc. There is no escape, the trap
of the specimens to Professor Prince of Augusta, was present.
Fish benefited by one dose of
Others
per gets every pelt.
of the Fisheries Department, Ottawa, present were W. J. Lanigan
of
M U|C brings illustrated Guide
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
U I O L giving the first time in
who
is probably the best authority Waterville, Roy Marston of Skow“ I have been acquainted with ‘ L. F.’ At
print the treasured secrets of the
wood’s Medicine from childhood. Am
wisest old trappers in this country.
on Fish Culture in America. Profes hegan, C. S. Walker of Berlin, N.
taking it at the present time for dyspepsia.
It’s worth dollars to you.
sor Prince’s report on this specimen H., W. D. Snow of Skowhegan, E. P.
1 found relief after the first dose. Have
used it for other complaints, and ttever
Is a most interesting one to anglers Viles, Augusta, Forrest H. Colby of
knew it to fa il."
[signed] M r s . G. W . F is h ,
and reads as follows:
Bingham and Roscoe Paine of Wins
East Vassalboro, Maine
“ The specimen of peculiar
trout low.
Get a big 35c bottle from your
dealer —or a liberal FREE
have been carfully examined and it
The department will erect several
sample from us — TO-DAY.
really appears to be a hybrid, name new lookout stations in
different
TRAi'PERS’ SUPPLY G ,/.,
Bo* W ,
OAR PARR, ILL.
“ L. F.” Medicinfe Co.,
Portland, Me.
ly, the Brook Trout and the
Grey parts of the State this year and re
Trout (or Lake Trout).
The dental place some of the old stations. In

FROM AN ANGLER’S NOTE BOOK.
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EASY

M ONEY
FO R
GAME.

F IS H

AND

Comm issioner N e a l’s Own Plan fo r
More Revenue Looks Goods.

The following valuable article by
Walter I. Neal, of the Maine Fish
and Game Commission, is taken from
the New England Homestead of April
4:

time- we have in this State 11 fish
hatcheries in which we can hatch
something over 5,000,000 eggs. We
are obliged to liberate nearly half
of these fish in the spring, soon after
hatching, when they are very small
and unable to take care of
them
selves in the water.
Now if we could have the non-resadent fishing license law, with the
small fee of $3, it would enable us
to build pools at these hatcheries and
take care of the small fry and feed
them until they were well able to
take care of themselves. At present
the taxpayers of Maine are paying
virtually what It costs to operate
the hatcheries, our game department
being self sustaining.

In the Homestead of February 9 I
noticed a couple of articles in regard
to fish and game matters in which I
am much interested, and was very
glad to see them in your
valuable
paper which has been a visitor at
Neal farm for the past 15 or
20
years.
One of the articles to which 1 re
I do not see why this would not
fer is entitled “ Kills Deer,
Fined
look reasonable to the farmers—al
$100.”
I notice that Massachusetts
low the non-residents to contribute
laws are somewhat different
from
towards the support of these hatcher
Maine.
W e allow a man to kill a
ies.
This would give us,
without
deer found doing substantial damage
question, a large amount of money
and he is permitted to use it
for
to expend for this purpose, probably
food purposes in his family. I have
twice what we have at the present
no doubt, however, that the common |
time, and relieve our taxpayers of
law would uphold a man in your
raising the $50,000, which is
the
state for killing a deer under such
amount appropriated annually for
circumstances, although your ward
this purpose at the present time.
ens, under your law, would be oblig
ed to prosecute him for violating the
E X T E N S IV E
S T O C K IN G
D O N E.
game law.
E A R L Y SEASO N U S U A L L Y
The other article referred to inter
POOR.
ests me more than the above, this
being entitled “ Licensing Hunters ”
Springfield, Mass., Aip.rit— “ Trokit
For the past 15 or 20 years I have
season,” says the rejoicing angler
been connected with the fish and
to himself, “ will open on
Wednes
game department of Maine, and also
day.”
April 1 has been
awaited
in the meantime I have been pro
patiently and now is here almost be
prietor of quite a large farm in Wal
fore even the most anxious
have
do county, so I have really been a
realized it.
With the opening of
farmer, but have had more or less
the season good weather seems to
to do with all the game laws in for have come, too, which means that
ce during that time.
the trout enthusiasts may at least
I note that a bill has been intro get their tackle together, put on their
duced in the Massachusetts legisla boots and make a try at their favorture requiring resident hunters and its brooks. As far as early season
fishermen to be licensed.
I have success is concerned little need be
been suggesting just such a law for expected.
Many believe that it
this State for a number of years. I would be better if the trout sea
claim our fish and game are one of son at this end of the state did not
the products of the land
of the begin until a month later.
The
State, which furnish food for our streams are very high at this season
natives and also bring large sums of of the year, and a majority of those
money to the State every year.
in the higher districts cannot
be
I would like to give some sugges reached at all without great diffi
tions what-1 shall work for at the culty because there is so much snow
coming session of our
legislature, on the hills and in the valleys, and
whch I think the farmers of Maine, because the old wood roads leading
or any taxpayers, cannot object to. to the pools are in so nearly an im
Non-residents should not object to passable condition.
But in the Cape
it, as it will be for their interest.
Cod section conditions are reversed.
I shall ask for and shall support a Down there the trout bite in
the
resident hunters’ license, with fee early season and then run off into
of $1.
I believe we should
allow deeper waters and refuse to be lur
So the men who boss
any man or his family to hunt on ed at all.
game
his own land without a license. This such things as the fish and
law, if our people could see it in laws open the season all over the
Uie right light, would be a gTeat ad state at the same time and trust to
vantage to the fish and game in the good judgment of the people of
If the en
terests of this State.
Aside from Western Massachusetts.
the income it w ill. give us accurate thusiasts want to cool their spring
statistics as to the number of game fevers with wet feet that is their
Perhaps a few of them
animals annually killed.
Another privilege.
lose
the
ardor
to fish by the time
reason why we should have this
law for our own protection is so our trout are really biting, which leaves
wardens, when they meet a man in all the more for the others.
There seems to be no good reason
the woods, can tell whether a man
is resident or non-resident. At the why the coming season should not
be one of the best for trout fishing.
present time our non-resident hunt
The state fish and game commission
ing license law is much abused by
has recently been more active than
non-residents claiming to be residents
usual in stocking the streams and
and exempt from its provisions.
ponds, and many a good supply can
I shall also work for a non-resi
now be found where only a few
dent fishing license, fee $3, which is
years ago fishing was useless if the
a small sum which would be cheer
size of the catch was the criterion
fully paid by all non-residents if they of success.
Planting lias changed
knew it would be used for the sup this.
Recently also the commission
port of our fish hatcheries, to raise has taken to planting not only fry
more and larger fish for the stock and fingerlings, but regular big trout,
ing of our inland waters, so as to already of a size big enough to put
insure better fishing within a short up a rattling good fight and (satisfy
time.
a fairly hungry stomach.
The east
We have at least 16000 crystal branch of the Westfield river has
lakes in our State that are adapted t co n e in for its share of these big
trout and salmon.
At the present ones in the towns of Cummington an
Worthington.
More than 1000 regu
lar “ whoppers” have been planted up
m a h s o k Ma i n e
there, and large quantities
of the
RESORTS A N D ROADS
big fellows have been placed in
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries streams near Amherst and in the
for maps of the fishing regions of the Swift river at Enfield.
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
One of the most interesting trout
ing maps:
planting
schemes near here is that
Franklin County
.
$ .50
Somerset County
.50 which has been carried out at Bray
Oxford County
.50 lake at Mt. Tom. Bray lake may
Piscataquis County
.50 not sound familiar, but the Ipond in
Aroostook County
.50
Washington Count y
.50 question lias been so named by joint
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 action of the Hampden and Hamp
Geological map o f Maine
.35 shire county commissioners in honor
R. R. map of Maine
.35 of the Hampden county commissionAndroscoggin County
.35
It lies along the Hendrick road
Cumberland County
.35 ers.
Hancock County
.50 at a point just opposite Smith’s Fer
Kennebec County
.35 ry, and ordinarily is of fairly good
Knox County
.35|size because of a dam at its lower
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Last October the fish and
Penobscot County
.5o end.
Waldo County
.35 game commission planted nearly 2000
York County
.35 big trout, ranging from a half-pound
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., to a pound and a half in this pond.
Unfortunately the dam proved trou
Phillips,
Maine. blesome during the winter, and a

t

section of it crumbled, letting out a Virginia to run any of our manufac great body of commercial men who
considerable amount o f water. The tories.
are doing so much for, and who are
result is that the fish are confined
I believe and am confident that a so deeply interested in the prosper
in a rather small body of water, al live and enthusiastic campaign can ity and progress of the State
of
though all of them are alive
and be created along educational lines Maine.”
healthy as can be asked.
whereby this class of young
men
The county commissioners intend may become awakened to their home
It will be remembered that an en
to repair the dam as soon as possible opportunities, and will find it ex
thusiastic
meeting was held in Au
and allow the lake to regain its us ceedingly to their profit and advan
ual size. When this has been done tage to stay in our own State and gusta on February 27 of this year
a plan will be decided upon between develop it as it ought tobe devel when from a small temporary com
mittee of less than a dozen men who
the two county boards whereby those oped.
I believe and am confident
re
receiving permits may fish in Bray that they can be shown that the pos had faith in Maine’s natural
lake, the catch of each man being sibilities here are second to none in sources, the Develop Maine Move
ment assumed definite proportions
strictly limited at a certain number this country.
To do this we must
to be set.
It is believed that one all think it, talk it, and work for it. and more than 300 men and women
from every section of the Pine Tree
of the fishing treats of this vicinity I will say that I have talked
to
will be afforded at this place
to scores of business men and com state went to Augusta to form an
those who get permits and do not mercial travelers along these lines, association which will have as its aim
abuse the privilege when the dam has and in every instance I have met tbe development of agriculture, wat
of
been repaired.
The regular wTork a receptive spirit and struck a res er power and various branches
business throughout Maine.
will be begun as socn as the frost ponsive chord.
is out of the ground.
At that meeting, Silas B. Adams
With me it is an ever conscious
of Portland who was chairman of the
Apart from the places mentioned
and ever present subject, and an idea
where the planting of large fish has
committee of arrangements,
called
has come to me which I would
opened unusual possibilities
there
the meeting to order
and spoke
strongly urge your Honorable Board
are still all the usual brooks where
briefly regarding the aims of the
to consider, and that is, to call the
everyone has fished for many years,
movement, the origin of the plans,
Board of Trade, all and every one
and where the recent plantings of
and paid a tribute to Royal A. Bragg
of them, and all the commercial trav
various sized fish gives promise of
and John C. Geary of Auburn who
elers of this State, together in a
continued good sport and of better
were the originators of the plan to
with
fishing yet as the ultimate result of joint State wide convention
have the big mass meeting
held
careful supervision and propagation. |the sole object in view of arousing there.
If the bill providing for a joint hunt and interesting this body of men in
ing and fishing license goes through those things which the progressive
The campaign to secure a memberthe commission will have more funds element believes is possible in the
shi|p of 50,000 for the Develop-Maine
than ever at its disposal and will be development of our resources.
Another idea is that all business movement has started, and when suf
able to do proportionately better and
greater work in restocking the waters houses, large and small, be urged ficient funds have been obtained the
of the state.—Springfield Republican. and persuaded to briefly advertise organization plans to establish a bu
on all their envelopes which they put reau of information regarding the
into the mail, the developed water resources of Maine, and to employ
power we have, how much more we the services of a secretary who will
could develop, and that Maine offers bo a first class “ business getter,’ ^
about
large inducements to new industries. and who will tell the truth
A flood of mail of that character Maine to those who are interested in
would soon have an effect that would its industrial development.
be startling.
In connection with the membership
Campaign to Secure a Membership
I believe that in our water powers campaign, the executive committee
we have these elements in abun is having a publicity week from April
of 50,000.
dance, merely awaiting the right G to 13, and have already secured the
men to put them into active use, and co-operation of a large number
of
The Develop Maine Movement is that with the water powers of other newspapers in the state and are now
growing steadily and gaining in pop States producing electricity, it is asking a number of prominent men
ularity.
inevitable that before long such will for their endorsement of the
idea.
The idea was started more than be the motive power of the great net
The Develop-Maine movement or
a year ago, and Royal A. Bragg, who work of railroads all over the coun
ganization was formed at Augusta in
travels for the Milliken, Tomlinson try, a condition which is bound ere
February having for its object the
Company of Portland, wholesale groc long to bring our water powers into carrying on of unceasing propoganda
ers, and who is well known through great demand.
designed to educate the people
of
out Franklin county as well as the
Let’® offer liberal inducements to Maine and elsewhere to the wonder
entire state, is one of the originators bring industries and capital to this
ful opportunities which the natural
of the movement, and is very enthus State.
resources of the state afford
for
iastic as to the promising future for
Let’s make them feel they
are profitable and industrial development.
Maine, if the idea is adopted and wanted and needed.
The committee points out the fact
worked out as it may and certainly
Let’s try to educate our young men that such a movement is needed and
should be.
to the great possibilities at home,
that the fact was shown by
the
When the matter was first brought so that they will remain here.
tpresence of 500 delegates who at
to the attention of the public there
Above all there must be enthus
tended the meeting at Augusta at
was an extended article in the Port iasm, co-operation and hard work.
their own expense from all parts of
land Board of Trade Journal by Mr.
Team work will do it.”
the state, and who acted as repres
Bragg in which he urged an enthus
entatives of the different Boards of
iastic campaign to awaken the young
Following is what the
Portland Trade, the women’s
clubs,
the
men to their home opportunities. Mr.
Evening
Express
said
of
Mr.
Bragg
Granges,
the
Young
Men’s
Christian
Bragg was asked to speak at
a
Association, the Commercial Travel
meeting of the Board of Trade, but at the time his article appeared:
ers and kindred organizations.
“
Mr.
Royal
A.
Bragg
of
this
city,
as he felt unable to do so he sent
an article to that publication from in a communication to the Board of
Trade Journal, suggests a general
which we quote a few paragraphs:
B IR D LORE OF O T H E R DAYS
“ To many of the younger men who convention of the members of the
have remained in their native State Board of Trade and the Commercial
(Continued from page three).
and have their eyes open, the fol Travelers of Maine for the purpose
of studying the resources and busin nests in the Peabody cemetery, al
lowing facts seem astounding:
though a large portion of the young:
That Maine, with a geographical ess opportunities of the State, with
are destroyed by cats. The
tiny
a
view
to
spreading
abroad
the
in
area nearly as large as
New
notes
of
the
black
poll
warblers
are
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts formation in the way of State adver
not now heard among the elms
of
tising,
and
to
bring
to
the
attention
Rhode Island and Connecticut com
Court square at the time these mi
bined, has for a number of years of our own people, the facilities
grants pass to and from their far
just about marked time in regard to which lie within the boundary lines
northern summer home, but the harsh
of
the
State
of
Maine.
population, with one city in Massa
and
disagreeable notes of the English
Mr. Bragg voices what many an
chusetts:
sparrow will reach the ear,
sounds
other
man
has
thought,
that
it
is
That with a soil and climate which
not
often
heard
in
this
vicinity
when
a
will produce about all grain, both in exceedingly strange that, with
Mr.
Hildreth
took
his
morning
walks.quantity and variety, necessary for State capable of raising all kinds of
the Robert O. Morris hi Springfield Re
consumption here, we are still de grain, we are depending upon
publican.
pending upon Western fanners
to Western farmers to supply our
needs;
with
a
State
capable
of
rais
supply our needs;
That with an unexcelled opportun ing apples superior to any on the
ity to raise apples, doubtless super market, they are brought all the way
ior to any on the market, we should from Oregon,
His article is full of thoughtfulness
be bringing them clear across
the
continent from Oregon and Washing and he is not content with calling
which
ton, and paying fabulous prices for attention to the drawbacks
Maine has permitted to exist to pre
them;
makes
That with the present trend
of vent her own progress, but
Maine W oods conducts a firstsummer tourists, hunters and fisher this very sensible suggestion of a
men from the whole Eastern part of convention of the business men who class Job Department. It is well
this country toward Maine the towns form the State Board of Trade and equipped with modern type and
are
and counties are not more awake to the Commercial Travelers who
the necessity of voting an auxiliary the live wires of business extending machinery, and is in charge o f
fund at least equal in amount to the out in all directions from the great experienced men.
$2,000,000 already appropriated
by commercial centers.
No matter what you need in
Mr. Bragg has done Maine a great
the State for road improvements, as
His article deserves to be
it must be apparent that such a sum service.
the way o f Job Printing, you
His recommendation
will go but a comparatively short widely read.
way toward improving the 25,000 certainly should be adopted. Such a send it to
would
miles of highways which we have in convention as he suggested
not only bring to public
attention
Maine;
That with the third largest develop the desirable bits of information
ed water power in this country, and which could be gathered and distri
it
that development largely natural and buted at convention time, but
Phillips, Maine
the second largest developed water would operate as a mutual inspira
who
power within 3,000 mile®, we should tion both to the business men
transport coal from Pennsylvania and form the Board of Trade and to the

DEVELOP MAINE
MOVEMENT

JOB PRINTING
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be driven out of this stream or kill Trout will be "ripe on April 1, and
that is, so to speak, * ‘ ’nuff said”
ed offComplaints of the gaseous
smell for a big majority of New England
have been heard from towns along anglers.
From all that can be
the river bank for three weeks past, gathered the present trout
season
It was stated in one article that should be tip top.
There will be a
Lake Parlin House and Camps
the game wardens were appealed to good deal of water In the brooks,
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
but refused to do anthing about the due to the large amount of snow,
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
matter.
In justice to the
deputy still lying on the ground in back
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
game
wardens,
F.
R.
Zelgler
and
W. districts, and although this may
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
ftiuddy
W. Sargood, the former at Pittsfield make the streams a little
fishing the whole season The house and
and the latter at Lee, let it be during the early season it
should
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
known that they traced this oily sub-! guarantee good sport after a few
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
Many of the
streams! in
stance trouble immediately after it weeks.
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
been
began to be noticeable,
sjpending Western Massachusetts have
Write for booklet.
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Jackman, Maine
two days before they finally located stocked during the past few years,
the cause at the Pittsfield gasworks. and with the increasing interest in
PIERCE POND CAMPS. .Salmon weighing up
to 14 lbs, and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
supply
They had filed their reports
with this line of endeavor tfip
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
the state fish and game commission should from now on be an increasing
Send for circular and reference.
RANGELEY, MAINE
C. A. SPAULDING. Caratunk. Maine.
on the matter some time before the rather than a decreasing one.
The G arry Pond G am ps
agitation started.
Boating and canoeing enthusiasts
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
are looking with some impatience at
Suffield, Ot., April 4.
fishing and good accommodations.
the river and waiting for the time
F I S H I N G
The
trout
season opened on Wed when they can again launch their
Send
for
Booklet.
AT
nesday, but so far no large strings
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
crafts and enjoy their chosen rec
John ©arviDe’s Camps Carry Pond,
of fish have been reported.
The reation.
Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
Both motorboating
and
at S p rin g L ake
lateness of the spring and the con canoeing are increasing in popularZ.Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
siderable amount of snow in the ity on the Connecticut and
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
the
JONES’ CAMPS
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
woods have kept the brooks high and
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
flotilla
of
boats
which
lies
at
anchor
Fine trout and salmon Ashing.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
the water cold so that the fish re during the summer
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria Good accommodations for ladies
between
the
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
main in the deep pools and are still j N ( y r t l l a D d
b r id g e s is y e lb
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring and gentlemen.
Address
sluggish and indifferent.
A
con
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
lv larger.
The local boat clubs are
GEO. C. JONES,
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
siderable number of trout from the
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Mosquito,
Maine. '
already active in making plans for
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
state hatchery have been pnt Into tbe present summer and ^
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
the brooks about town during
the ure6 of boattog ^
not lapguish „
F IS H IN G SEASO N A T A D A M S
past tew years, but the Increase i® their ald can ^ belp(u, , n
t.
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
the number caught has not been as |.
ing them.
The folks whose tastes
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
But L ittle Success In F irs t Days— |
much as might be expected. A good
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine
turn to other outdoor recreations, the
Some of the Famous T ro u t
Pittsfield, April 9.
many of the fish are taken illegally
■■■
campers, devotees of horseback rM
Brooks.
JIM POND G A M P S
The merchants suffers through the both out of season and netted, and .
ing and the like are also laying
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
vagaries of the weather in Berkshire it is almost impossible to catch the
plans for the “ open season”
and
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
indeed1 ii poachers.
Fishermen report
The open season on trout opened and would be pleased
ee^ prospects are that these
lines of
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write Wednesday, April 1, and from all Mother Nature saw fit to throw her pots and other fish traps in the
healthful pleasure will be followed
for booklet.
reports All Fools’ day was most ap-, mantle of continued warmer weather trout streams and in some instances
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
this summer to an extent never be
the over the grand old Berkshire hills.
men have been seen netting
the
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. propriate fotr the majority of
fore equalled in and near this city.
The
trout
fishermen
also
feel
the
brooks.
In most cases the violators
nimrods who sallied forth in the
There should therefore be a closed
hope of enticing some of the s(peck-j effects of the cold weather. The fev have been foreign residents
and
season
on all of these nongame aniled beauties to awake from
their: er that requires the casting of the j hard to identify.
In spite' of the
the middle ot
lethargic state.
The sortie for one, Look and line into the pool wherein opposition to a law licensing fisher- mals'
best March or the «
of April' “ d »
man resulted in the filling of
a a number of that gamy tribe of fish men it would be one of the
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. nine-pound basket which contained may lurk continues to throb unabat protective measures that could be tendillS unt11 the mMd,e ot 0ctoberIt would not only furnish Thte WMlld COTOr
breedtoS sea35 trout.
They were caught in the ed in the veins of many a fisher enacted.
Portland,
Maine
son and the months in which;
the
south branch -of the Hoosac river man, because the high waters and means for a more general stocking
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
fur is of practically no value.
The
cold
weather
tell
him
that
it
would
of
open
waters,
but
would
identify
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport - between Adams and Cheshire. This
and
There has
been state commission on fisheftes
in be useless to venture forth with any the fisherman.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork stream, which has its source
game
drafted
such
a
law
to
be
in
hopes
of
success.
It
will
be
10
days
considerable talk in the past year
years
and poultry from our own farm, enabl Cheshire reservoir, has for
cluded in the codification of the fish
before
fishing
will
be
worth
while,
or
two
of
forming
an
anglers'
club
been
one
of
the
most
prolific
in
this
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
part of New England and its repu and warm weather is necessary to in this place and stocking the brooks and game law’s prepared a few years
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
in with game fish, but It is rather dis ago, but the opposition that devel
tation is almost as widespread
as bring about proper conditions
American plan. Send for circular.
A few of the old sports couraging to spend time and money oped made the prospect of passing
the famous Battenkill river
that that time.
flows from Manchester, Vt.,
into men ventured forth the first day or in stocking brooks to have them net- the law hopeless and It was not finCamps at Long
New York state.
Very few trout two, and returned for the most part ted, limed and otherwise despoiled.-,I*"* lMluded- At the last sesslon <*
Pond.
Ma n y
the Legislature a bill was introduced
One string of 30, Springfield Republican.
have ever been placed in the Hoosac empty-handed.
out-lying ponds,
to give foxes the protection of a
one
of
22
and
two
of
20
were
report
river, yet because of its natural
Write
S. C. HARDEN,
breeding places and because of the ed on that day, while a great many “ O U T D O O R T IM E ’” A L M O S T H E R E closed season, and the other side of
Rangeley, Maine
-------the fence was represented by a bill
many small streams that come from more got one or two for their trou Those Whose Tastes
Lead Them into setting a bounty on th em . Neither
the mountains and empty Into it, it ble.
th e Open fo r Recreation A re
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
|measure passed.
Provision could
It is interesting to note in con
is a sort of a hatchery itself.
One
AND LOG CAMPS.
Now Busily Laying Plans.
easily
be
made
whereby
foxes or
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. thing, however, is very evident
nection
with
the
trout
season
that
to!
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
The outdoor man—and the word shunks caught in the act of robbing
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
the older nimrods of Adams
and the hatchery at Adams now has
that is that the fishing, like
the 400,000 fry, which are as strong and includes women and children—can- hen roosts could be killed, without
DEAD RIVER REGION
hunting
of
the
hare
years
ago,
it healthy as this hatchery ever had, not fail at this season of the year involving an infraction of the law.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
The muskrats are entirely
free
and these are to be planted in the to have a very keen and enthusiaswas
very
easy
to
catch
a
basketful
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tic
realization
of
the
approach
of
fr0Tn
the
bad
traits
of
the
skunks
brooks
of
Berkshire
county
and
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting of trout in an hour’s fishing in the
spring, says the Springfield Repub- an^ foxes, and as they are the most
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. Miller brook which courses through those in the western ends of Frank
And to those who are truly comnion of the nongame animals
what is known as the Anthony mea lin, Hampsire, and Hampden count lican.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
dow.
This brook, which has its ies, beginning about the 15th, if the enjoyers of the outdoor world this there is no reason why they should
source on the top of Savoy mountain, weather is right and a little later if means more than the mere romantic n°t he protected at once, even if
OUANANICBE LODGE.
<&rand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me. yields some fish early in the sea spring still continues backward. This idea of spring and reading
sipring Public sentiment in the rural sectWorld wide known for its famous fishing,
It means an opportunity to lcns of the state would not support
’vacation and hunting country.
planting is done by the game warden poetry.
son,
but
after
June
there
seem
to
be
"Norway Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
and a Pleasure giving protection to all
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good no fish at all.
The upper portion each year, and it is hoped that from return to haunts in the open
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
find
there
in
place
of
a
cold
and the nongame animals. The muskrats
this
healthy
hatch
of
fry
this
year
of
the
stream,
which
used
to
be
machines. From there one can takesteamei to
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt protected by heavy woods,
impersonal, though often
beautiful are strictly vegetarians - and lead
a
larger
percentage
will
live
and
almost
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautifu
of peaceful lives on the banks of our
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. dries up completely and it Is next escape death at the mouths of other snowfield the unmistakable stir
ROSE. Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to
The real and sympathetic life. It means brooks and streams, minding their
to impossible for large trout to live fish than In years gone by.
April 1st.
there.
The Tophet brook,
which Pittsfield Anglers’ club has taken the that when one “ gets out’r whether own business and disturbing no one.
RANGELEY LAKES
stand that* it is almost useless to afoot, on horseback or in a motor- They certainly deserve a fair deal,
also
rises
on
the
same
mountain,
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Skilled trappers and hunters who
plant fry and in seeking trout fing car, he will find the hedges and
lias
also
had
its
water
supply
les
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
sened by the cutting off of the tim erlings to plant, the argument in fields and woodlots moved by an shoot fur-bearing animals for their
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
ber
land
adjoining the stream. favor of the fingerlings being that impulse of growth in bird songs, the PeIts know that the furs are not at
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
and a blooming of flowers and the bright their best until late in the fall, and
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. Farmers who own this land cannot they are larger and hardier
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
many of them, do not begin
their
greater
percentage
of
them
live
to ening of the grass.
be
blamed
for
not
conserving
the
Upper Dam, Maine.
It is a fact, too, although a some trapping until then. In many of the
fishing interests and the only way be big enough to catch and keep.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
Complaints have been heard for what lamentable one, that for most towns of the state there is more or
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New hat seems best out of the dilemma
England, Best black bass fishing in the world, is for the sportsmen to club togeth the past six weeks that an oily sub people there is no outdoor recrea less competition among trappers, and
best trout fishing in Maine.
the in order to get the jump on their
er and try and make an arrangement stance on the waters o f the Hou- tion in the winter, and that
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
with the farmers and property own satonic river has been causing an springtime is awaited to release the neighbors hunters have pushed the
RANGELEY LAKES.
to opportunity for a little communion beginning of the trapping season for
Bald Mountain Camps «re situated at the foot ers whereby there will be as little; offensive smell from Pittsfield
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section. cutting off of the wood as possible. Great Barrington, and also that it with Nature.
Inevitably the num ward until some of them set their
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
Deputy ber of people who can take advan- traps as early as the 1st of Septemconnections at camps. Two mails daily. Write The chances are that if a club strong has been killing the fish.
for free circulars to
weather of ber. The skins they get then yield
of tage of the pleasant
enough was formed it would
have Game Warden W. W. Sargood
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..Bald Mountain,
Maine
sufficient funds available for
the Lee says that at the Glendale dam spring and summer is much greater them less than those secured later
to in the season, and the trappers them
C 3 A S E POND CA M P S.
Now is the purpose of protecting some of the the care taker says that he found 300 than the number who are able
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why best streams or at least a part of dead fish against the raceway racks, plow and struggle through the snow. selves would gain more if the ani
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? them, and these would afford splen mostly carp and suckers,
while Also as the season advances all of mals were protected until the 15th
Camps reached same day from Boston.
the
caretaker
at
the
Hurlbut
paper
did
fishing
for
the
greater
part
of
the country roads open and the of October.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
The otter is the most valuable of
Adams for sev plant dam at South Lee found about motor car can again be pressed into
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. the open season.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
No trout were service as the magic carpet which the nongame animals. They are com
eral years has had a trout hatchery the same number.
GOT GHADOURNR. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
It
would carries the city wearied person into paratively rare, but Fish and Game
where eggs have been hatched but reported in the mess.
seem that possibly this is a good the pure air and green grass dis Warden James Hatch reports that
what
it
would
like
now
would
be
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
several have b em killed in Gran
the establishment of a hatchery for thing, for carp are about as undesi tricts.
On Rangeley Lake.
Take the man who fishes.
Of by in recent seasons, and one was
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile the raising of fingerlings. The state rable a species of fish as can he
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
It will be remembered course, there is winter fishing; but killed last year in South Hadley.
owns plenty of land for an institu imagined.
J uly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
tion of tills kind near the
present that it was only about a year ago it is so different from what is ordi Skins bring from $20 to $35. Fo«
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
hatchery ajnd there is a supply of that the ways and means committee narily called to mind by the phrase skins bring up to $10. The value of
Raugeley, Maine.
good water for the purpose. If the of the state Legislature reported a "going fishing” that one could fair mink skins is steadily increasing and
spring that now supplies the hatch bill which was adopted, providing an ly call it an entirely
separate command from $4 to $8. Skunk pelts
The best FLY FISHING for ery proved inadequate, water from appropriation to clean the carp out branch of sport.
It is
doubtful bring from $1.50 or $2 to $5 or $6,
trout to be had in Maine at
the Hoosac river which is but a few of Laurel lake at Lee, because they that 5 per cent of all who fish ini while the hides of the humble muskGAMP PHOENIX
feet away could be had.
The agi were destroying the other fish. Trout the spring and summer ever take the rat when taken at the time of the
Write for circular.
tation for a new fingerling hatchery have been heard from towns along trouble to cut a hole in the ice and spring high water are sold by hun
s not a new one in Adams and the river and if carp are in the
river, watch a tip-up.
C. A. DA1SEY, Prop.,
But now the real ters and trappers for from 50 to
Norcross,
Maine. subject has often been mentioned be there is a chance that the trout w ill; fishing
season
at
hand. 75 cents.
is

Where To Go In Maine

YORK CAMPS,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

WEST END
HOTEL

fore.
A stream that should receive more
attention than any other in the vi
cinity of the Berkshire hills is the
Westfield river, from its source in
the Drowned Lands and from there
through the village of Camming too.
The reason for this is the fact that
it is more productive of good trout
fishing than any other stream
in
this part of the country. It passes
through the boyhood scenes of Wil
liam Cullen Bryant, who spent his
early days in Cummington.
The
stream and its surroundings have
been immortalized in the writings
of the famous author, and legend has
it that Bryant spent many happy
hours along its beautiful banks fish
ing for the speckled beauties with
the old fashioned equipment the prin
cipal part of which was a bent pin
and a sapling pole.
Northern Berkshire fishermen are
in favor of reducing the legal limit
of the length of trout that may be
caught from six to five inches for
the reason that the smaller fish are
more plentiful in the cold waters of
the mountain streams
than
any
other.
Successful
fishing under
present conditions is extremely dif
ficult as the fish are smaller than
the average and trout more than six
inches in length are not as plenti
ful as they are in the larger streams
at lower level® throughout the state.

